
By BERNIE BELLAN
Ari Shavit is the kind of speaker that we just

don’t get to hear very often in Winnipeg.
Although a Sabra by birth, Shavit’s mastery of
English is so good that not only was he able to
produce mellifluous prose in what is his second
language, when he addressed a crowd number-
ing over 600 at the Shaarey Zedek Synagogue
on Sunday, April 19, he spoke without once
hesitating, even though he barely referred to his
notes.

A long-time columnist for the left-leaning
Israeli newspaper Haaretz, one might have
expected that Shavit would deliver a “leftist”
speech at the 10th Kanee lecture, which is pro-
duced by the Jewish Heritage Centre of Western
Canada. By “leftist” I mean something calling
for complete Israeli withdrawal from the West
Bank (and by West Bank I’m referring to
“Judea and Samaria” - if you’re a right-winger,
or the “occupied territories”-  if you’re a left-
winger, which is where I’d put myself on this issue.)

Instead, Shavit had what I think anyone would regard as a very moderate
and reasoned approach to the issue of Israel’s relationship with the
Palestinians. Further, when it comes to his position on Iran, Shavit admitted
that he is almost totally aligned with Binyamin Netanyahu’s position. Is he
a hawk on Iran? I rather suppose that he would call himself a total realist.

Shavit’s talk was billed as “Is peace dead?” That may have been an eye-
catching title for his talk, but it would be far too simplistic to try to report
on what Shavit had to say by concluding that he came down either one side
or the other in answering that question. What he did do so brilliantly, how-
ever, was place Israel as it exists in 2015 in some sort of larger historical
context, explaining how the “miracle” of Israel has been to overcome huge
challenges throughout its history. Shavit did make clear though that, while
Israel has been able to deal successfully with past challenges, the issues
confronting it today are by no means certain to be resolved equally suc-
cessfully.

He began his address by referring to the affection with which he holds
Canada: “I have a soft spot for Canada,” he said. “Canada has everything

Israel doesn’t have - space, water, and calm.”
“The challenges facing our people,” Shavit sug-

gested, “are almost as dramatic as ever.” But, he
continued, when he contemplates the story of Israel
thus far, Shavit asks himself three questions: “Why
Israel? What Israel? Will Israel?”

Here is how he answered those three questions:
Why Israel? Shavit referred to the story of his

great-grandfather’s coming to Israel in the 1870s (a
story, by the way, that forms the first chapter of My
Promised Land, his best-selling book about the his-
tory of Israel that was published in 2013.). Shavit’s
ancestor was a well-to-do Englishman who certainly
had no need to make aliyah, but who was very pre-
scient about the coming catastrophe that was about
to befall European Jewry. (And here, Shavit made
clear that he was not suggesting that his great-grand-
father anticipated the Holocaust; rather, he could see
the darkening clouds of antiSemitism swirling over
Europe and knew that things were only going to get
much worse for the Jews there.)

The early Zionists, Shavit explained, had two insights: “Europe was
becoming a death trap for the Jews” and “the new ‘race-based’
antiSemitism was more dangerous than the ‘religion-based’ antiSemitism.”

As far as the Zionist impulse that may have imbued people like Shavit’s
great-grandfather went, however, Shavit noted that even as august a states-
man as Chaim Weizmann remarked that “You don’t have to be crazy to be
a Zionist – but it helps!”

Shavit went on to ask rhetorically: “Why was Israel needed, is needed,
and will be needed?” 

“When people today say Zionism is colonial and racist, nothing could be
further from the truth,” he claimed. The Zionist project, he explained, was
in no way either of those two things in its early years (although later he was
careful not to deny that, more recently, Israel has taken on much more of a
racist tinge in its treatment of Palestinians).

The impetus for the creation of Israel was and always will be to provide
a safe haven for Jews under the threat of persecution – especially in
Europe, he insisted.

Yet, turning again to the question he
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Yom Ha’atzmaut at the Asper Campus April 23

Scenes from this year’s Yom Ha’atzmaut celebrations at the campus (clockwise from top
left): members from three different ethnic communities - Yazidi, Jewish, and Kurdish, join
together to celebrate Israel’s birthday (l-r): Mahar, Lavan and Nafiya Naso - Yazidi; Glenda
Lagadi and Farhad Sultonpour - Kurdish; Yolanda Papini-Pollock and Judi Shuster -
Jewish; Showkhan Irandost and Namatullah Imre - Kurdish; The Shimons - Israeli singing
duo; part of the large crowd gathered in the Rady JCC gym; members of the Robyn Braha
School of Dance. (You can watch a video collage from the evening on jewishpostandnews.ca)



posed previously - “Why Israel?” -
Shavit observed that “once
antiSemitism subsides, Israel’s sur-
vival would be in jeopardy in a dif-
ferent way.” He referred to what he
described as the two “G’s” that have
pervaded Jewish life: Jews’ “inti-
mate relationship with ‘God’ and the
walls of the ‘ghetto’.”

Once those two elements “are
gone”, Shavit predicted, “we are fac-
ing a different kind of challenge…In
order to guarantee our future, we
need a home for a modern, liberal
Jewish identity – an Israel that is rel-
evant and inspiring.” Yet, Shavit
said, “I’m not sure Israel has been a
beacon for young Jews” in recent
times.

All the same, Shavit returned to
his theme of the amazing success
story that Israel has been. “When you look at the past 100 years you are
astonished by the way walls are closing in on us, but we turn this condition
of ‘living on the edge’ into an angry celebration of life.” What Israel has
shown the world, he insisted, is a “vitality against all odds!”

Israel though, despite all its successes, is now confronting challenges on
a series of different levels, which Shavit categorized as “internal” and
“external”.

On the internal level, he observed, the most recent election “proved that
one of the main problems facing Israel is how to integrate” two major out-
cast elements that form a large part of the Israeli population into Israeli
society: “Arabs and the ultrareligious.”

At the same time, Shavit continued, there is also the issue of “social jus-
tice” – or the lack thereof, that affects the entire Israeli society. While “we
have problems facing the middle class that affect all OECD (Organisation
for Economic Development and Co-operation) countries, we are not just
another OECD country.” By this Shavit explained that he was referring to
the particular plight of young people in having to deal with Israel’s
extremely expensive cost of living.

“Israel has been so successful economically, but we must be worthy of
their (young people’s) sacrifice,” he argued.

Another challenge facing Israel, Shavit remarked, is its “dysfunctional
political system”. 

“At the top is a terrible vacuum of leadership,” he claimed. Linked to that
failed political system, Shavit suggested, is a lack of a “sense of purpose”
in Israeli society. 

Turning to the external challenges confronting Israel, above all else
Shavit emphasized the threat posed by Iran: “I’ve been a proud Iran
alarmist for 12 years. Iran is a great challenge to our civilization. I say give
Netanyahu credit for his diagnosis.” Where Netanyahu has gone wrong
though, Shavit claimed, is in making the Iranian nuclear threat an “Israel
issue.” 

“If Iran goes nuclear, within weeks other countries will go nuclear,” he
warned. “It will change life in Europe and everywhere else…The chance of
a nuclear Armageddon will have increased dramatically…The Lausanne
deal does not defuse the bomb,” Shavit said. “It does set the clock back, but
it also sets back the ability of the West to deal with the situation by years.”

As far as launching an attack on Iran is concerned, however, Shavit sug-
gested there is “no need to send bombs. We have to be focused and deter-
mined.”

The other external challenge facing Israel, Shavit noted, is the “Arab
chaos.”

“I’m an Israeli,” he remarked, “but I care about my Arab neighbours. I
see a horrific human catastrophe in Syria, but it’s very bad also in Libya,
Iraq, and Yemen.”

What’s happening within the Arab world is a “mixed bag for Israel,”
Shavit observed. There is “no prospect for peace with any Arab country”
amidst the current upheaval yet, at the same time, “there is no Syrian army
to threaten Israel.”

As far as the Palestinian issue is concerned, Shavit was emphatic that
Israel has been headed down the wrong path. “My firm conviction,” he
insisted, “is that the status quo is a silent killer – killing us demographical-
ly, politically, and morally.”

Nonetheless, Shavit was not willing to lay all the blame for the failure to
reach a solution with the Palestinians at the feet of Israeli leaders. He point-
ed to the series of outbreaks of violence unleashed by Palestinian leaders
following supposed breakthroughs in the peace process: In 2000, following
upon the Camp David accords, Yasser Arafat triggered the most violent
intifadeh to date; in 2005, following Ariel Sharon’s decision to evacuate
Gaza, Hamas assumed power and we’ve seen the results of that. “All pre-
vious attempts to change the dynamic have failed,” Shavit concluded. 

Later in his speech though, without getting specific, Shavit
did say that “We need a new concept. We need to launch some
sort of dynamic that will lead to two states. We have to work on
mutual interests, such as gas pipes and water.”

“What we need is a JFK approach to Iran” (i.e. how John
Kennedy handled the Cuban missile crisis) “and a Kissingerian
approach to the Arabs” (referring to Henry Kissinger’s very
realistic view of diplomacy. Ed. Note: Remember, it was
Kissinger who once said that “America has no permanent
friends or enemies, only interests.”)

Where Netanyahu has made a serious mistake, however, was
in alienating the West, Shavit suggested. “Zionism was based
on the principle of ‘always capturing the moral high ground’, he
noted. “We need alliances with the great powers. We are erod-
ing that. It’s not all our fault, but we made mistakes.”

Similarly, Israel’s relationship with the Jews of the Diaspora
has also eroded, Shavit said.  He admitted that “he’s amazed by
your great success stories” (in the Diaspora), but there is a gen-
erational divide. People in their 30s are in a different world.
They are totally torn and totally confused” (when it comes to
identifying with and supporting Israel).

“The Jewish future,” Shavit predicted, “will be determined on
the campuses of North America. We are risking our very existence with
Israel’s present policies, which are driving away too many young Jews,
who are either indifferent or hostile” to Israel.

Yet, in his closing remarks, Shavit said that he’s still an “optimist” when
it comes both to the future of Israel and the future of world Jewry.

“I really believe in Jews,” he said. Yet, “we need new ideas and a new
spirit…We need a new Zionism; we need a renewed narrative.

“In my mind when I look at modern Jewish history,” Shavit concluded,
“the Jewish story of the last 70 years is a miracle…now we need to con-
tinue making a miracle of Israel and a miracle of a perfect Diaspora.”

Questions and answers from 
Ari Shavit’s Kanee lecture

Before Ari Shavit launched into his wide-ranging talk he told the audi-
ence that “for me the important part of the evening is the second part – lis-
tening to the people”, referring to the question and answer session that was
scheduled to take place following his address. “I hope we can engage in a
meaningful dialogue,” Shavit said.

The questions that followed his approximately 45-minute speech were all
very well thought out and, mindful of co-host Anita Neville’s warning to
any questioner not to engage in “speech” making – surprisingly direct and
succinct. (That alone set this Kanee lecture apart from any other I have ever
attended. As anyone who has attended a Jewish event that allows questions
from the audience, there are usually at least a few questioners who insist on
delivering a speech themselves.)

The first question posed to Shavit was about the threat posed by Iran and
why the Obama administration seems intent on appeasing Iran rather than
confronting it.

Shavit responded that “the main problem was the Iraq war”, which
“wasted all America’s resources: “The knives of ISIS are horrific and bar-
baric,” Shavit noted, “but the (Iranian) centrifuges are a thousand times
worse.”

Turning to Israel’s position regarding Iran, Shavit suggested that “up to
2009 the leadership didn’t acknowledge the problem; it made the mistake
in thinking that the Mossad was the solution to the problem.”

However, he continued, “Netanyahu gets it – but he made two major mis-
takes: He made it an Israel issue – I would have tried to convince liberals
(around the world) that it is an issue that unites them.”

Secondly, Shavit insisted that there is a linkage between the Iranian
nuclear threat and “the Palestinian issue…Netanyahu was told that he must
pay in a limited way. Settlement building has caused terrible damage.

“Netanyahu likes to think about Churchill,” Shavit noted, (and fashions
himself in many ways as a latter-day Churchill with his lofty rhetoric and
catchy turns-of-phrase). But, Shavit observed: “Churchill went to
Washington and seduced the American president. Part of the price” though,
“was to give up a good part of the British Empire.”

Netanyahu, in contrast, has not been willing to make similar concessions.
“If you (Netanyahu) are so serious about Iran, why not rise to the chal-
lenge?” Shavit asked.

“But I’m not into the blame game,” he added.

Shavit was asked about the missile threats from Hamas and Hizbollah.
In answering, Shavit referred to his earlier assessment that “some of the

old threats are gone – there is no Syrian army and the Egyptian army is too
busy suppressing its own people” to loom as a threat to Israel, he observed.
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‘Shavit was asked whether he’s ever consid-
ered going into politics.

‘His answer: “As for my going into politics,
my beautiful, marvelous second wife says I
can go into politics with my third wife!” ’

Continued on page 11. See “Ari Shavit”.
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Vickar Community Chevrolet top
selling General Motors Canada

New Car Dealer for 2014 
By MYRON LOVE

On Tuesday, April 21, the Vickar family hosted a celebratory luncheon
at the dealership (Vickar Community Chevrolet on Regent) for the top
selling General Motors sales team in Canada last year. It was the second
time in three years that Vickar Community Chevrolet has led the country
in new car sales.

General Manager Sam Vickar reports that the dealership sold close to
1,500 new vehicles last year, almost 100 units more than its next closest
competitor. (GM, he says, has close to 500 dealers across Canada.)

On hand for the celebration on the 21st was General Motors Canada’s
President Stephen Carlisle (on his first official visit to Winnipeg since
becoming president last November); John Roth, Vice President, Sales,
Service and Marketing; and Glenn Lemmerick, GM Regional Director,
Western Region.

In introducing Carlisle,
Vickar Chev president Larry
Vickar noted that the new GM
president’s visit was the first
such visit by a GM president to
the dealership in 11 years. “We
are thrilled and honoured that
Steve Carlisle, John Roth and
Glenn Lemmerick are here to help us celebrate our achievement,” Vickar
said.

In his remarks Carlisle expressed his admiration for the Vickar family,
whose history in the auto business extends back close to 70 years, begin-
ning in Saskatchewan. “People like the Vickar Family remind us about
why we are in this business,” Carlisle said. “The Vickar family – as with
our other dealers across Canada – strives to make a difference in their
community. The Vickar family’s contributions to community inspire all
of us.

“I am looking forward to being back here next year to celebrate Vickar
Chevrolet once again being the  top GM dealership in Canada.”

John Roth congratulated the entire Vickar Chev sales team for its
achievement. “It’s humbling to be here today,” he noted. “It takes a lot
of be number one in sales. It talks an attitude, a commitment on behalf
of all the team members to work hard to grow the business and provide
top notch service to their customers.” 

He also praised Sam and Larry Vickar for their contributions personal-
ly to General Motors Canada. “Sam and Larry have served on a number
of our boards and always provide us with wise advice,” he said.

Larry Vickar commented that the top sales award was a complete team
effort that includes the back of the house operations – parts, service and
auto body. It is a total commitment to service that keeps customers com-
ing back and makes Vickar Chev the dealership “where customers send
their friends”.

“We have a great team here,” Sam Vickar says. “We all work together
toward our common goal.”

Sam Vickar seated on right across from his zaida, Norman Vickar
(with glasses) and GM Canada President Steve Carlisle. Larry and
Tova Vickar are standing behind Norman Vickar.

“The Vickar Family – as
with our other dealers

across Canada – strives
to make a difference in

their communities.”



April and May usually see a burst of activity
within the Jewish community – as the snow
melts and the snowbirds return from their winter
hibernation.

These past two weeks were typically busy:
Shoah-related events on a wide front; the Kanee
lecture featuring Ari Shavit; and the Yom
Ha’atzmaut celebration at the Campus.

While commemorating the Shoah and celebrating Yom Ha’atzmaut are of
great importance, the fact is that it’s difficult to put a new spin on events
that, by and large, repeat upon well-rehearsed themes and don’t offer much
opportunity for innovative new ideas. The American commentator Peter
Beinart has noted that the Shoah, in particular, has become far less impor-
tant for young American Jews. Even more surprisingly, a recent report
found that young Israelis themselves are much less connected to the Shoah,
with only one in four of them able to say that they have ever met an actu-
al Shoah survivor.

While Beinart is often regarded with disdain by many members of the
Jewish establishment for his insistence on challenging long-held notions
about the North American Jewish community, with all due respect to the
many individuals for whom the Shoah still ranks as one of the most signif-
icant aspects of Jewish identity – if not the most significant, it’s hard to
argue with the observation that it simply doesn’t resonate with young Jews
the way it once did. 

Yet, I give full credit to individuals such as Belle Jarniewski who has
worked tirelessly over the years to reach members of the younger genera-
tion especially with various Shoah-related programs, such as the annual
symposium she organizes at the University of Winnipeg to learn about the
Shoah.

(By the way, I too much prefer the term “Shoah”, since the term “holo-
caust” has been more and more appropriated by other groups to the point
where it has lost some of its one-time significance.)

*****
On another note, while I found Ari Shavit’s Kanee lecture to be one of the

most interesting Kanee lectures yet, I still wonder about his position vis-à-
vis Iran. You can read what he had to say about that subject in my report on
his talk but, while I can understand his deeply felt reluctance to embrace
any sort of a deal with Iran that does not offer absolutely ironclad guaran-
tees that Iran will not be able to develop a nuclear weapon, I simply can’t
accept the notion that the world will be better off if the Lausanne deal dis-
integrates.

As many other commentators have noted, the deal is so vague in so many
respects that it is impossible to know what its impact would be if, by some
chance, a final deal can be reached by the June 30 deadline. There is the
absolutely pivotal question of verification that needs to be resolved, for

instance. But, as Time
Magazine columnist
Joe Kein notes in  the
April 29 issue of that
magazine: “A deal with
the U.S. undermines
Iranian hard-liners and
gives reformers hope.”

Klein goes on to note
the “weird ideological
confluence between
Likudnik neoconserva-
tives and the Iranian
hard-liners in opposi-
tion to the deal…It is
reflexive, uninformed,
pessimistic.”

While Shavit is hard-
ly a “neoconservative”,
I found it difficult to
understand his outright
hostility to the deal –
unless, that is, he, like
Netanyahu, insists on
some sort of process
whereby Iran would
have no nuclear capa-
bility whatsoever. But
that is so unrealistic.
Every poll taken in Iran
shows that the Iranian
people take great pride
in their nuclear pro-
gram and would regard

it as unthinkable for Iran to abandon that nuclear program entirely. If we’re
going to encourage moderate elements in Iran to succeed – and the major-
ity of Iranians are moderate, we have to offer them something that would
allow those moderates to say that their country has not been totally humil-
iated by the West. Sure – the sanctions have taken a terrible toll on the
Iranian economy and they have probably delayed the Iranian nuclear pro-
gram from taking that irreversible step of “breakout” to a full nuclear
weapon,  if there is no deal reached whatsoever, are we better off wonder-
ing whether Iran is about to go nuclear at any time?

We have already seen the erosion of support for the sanctions that are cur-
rently in place, as Russia moves to bolster Iranian defense capabilities by
selling that country S-300 missiles, in clear violation of the sanctions.
Russia is also positioning itself to become Iran’s primary agent in circum-
venting those sanctions by agreeing to accept Iranian oil for sale on the
world market. Thus, it’s not at all clear that a collapse of the Lausanne deal
will simply lead to a perpetuation of the status quo which, since 2012, has
meant a freeze in Iran’s nuclear program. Who is taking the bigger risk -
Netanyahu (and Ari Shavit) by rejecting out of hand the Laussane deal, or
the Western powers that negotiated it, flawed as it might be? In my mind
the rejectionists are the ones courting the more extreme danger.

*****
We had an interesting phone message this week taking issue with some-

thing that I wrote in my last Short Takes column, which was that the
Human Rights Musuem may have had a crimping effect on this year’s CJA
campaign. The person leaving the message argued that most of the money
that had been pledged to the museum had been paid quite some time ago,
so it wasn’t right to suggest that donations to the CJA campaign were down
this year as a result of the museum having sucked so much money out of
the community.

That’s a legitimate argument, but one that requires further study, since
many of the pledges to the museum were for commitments that were to be
paid off over a long period of time.  It might be interesting to know how
many donors to the museum cut back their donations to the CJA this past
year as a result. In the meantime, what I wrote about that was based upon
anecdotal reports – which isn’t always the most reliable way to make a
point. But, in the absence of firm evidence one way or the other, I still
maintain that the museum has had a dampening effect on donations from
the Jewish community to the CJA campaign.

*****
Two more quick notes:
In our last issue we ran an article by Bill Marantz which some readers

found offensive in parts. I admit that there were certain phrases Bill used
that probably went over the line of what should be considered acceptable
in this newspaper. I apologize for not having edited that column more care-
fully. It falls upon the editor of a publication to screen out anything that
should not be printed. Normally, when I edit any particular issue I pay par-
ticular attention to rules of style, grammar and syntax, but not enough
attention to references that might be considered a little too colourful for this
newspaper.

I admit that I get a kick out of Bill Marantz’s style of writing - which is
colourful, to say the least, but that doesn’t mean that Bill doesn’t edge into
crudeness at times. I willl try to be more mindful of readers’ sensitivities in
the fuure.

*****
One final note: You may notice that the font (type style) that we are using

in this issue is a throwback to the font that was used in The Jewish Post &
News for years. A few years ago I decided to try and give the paper a new
look by switching to a font known as “Optima”, instead of the traditional
“Times” font. A while back one of our readers told me that it was harder on
the eyes reading the paper in Optima than it was in Times. I didn’t make
the change at that point, but when I happened to engage that same reader in
a conversation about fonts recently again, this time he gave me a more
elaborate explanation why it’s easier to read something in Times than in
Optima. This time I agreed with what he had to say. 

Apparently  it has to do with the “serifs” - the  little strokes that are added
to letters in fonts such as Times. While serif fonts are generally considered
to be more traditional, as it turns out they are easier to read in print publi-
cations. As for computer screens, tablets and smartphones, the evidence
isn’t conclusive one way or the other.

Here’s something I came across that explains why serif fonts are easier to
read in print: “Readability studies have actually found that serif typefaces
are easier to read because the added strokes make each character more dis-
tinctive. More distinctive letters are easier for the eye to recognize quick-
ly.”

Is this of earth-shattering importance? No, but I’m always interested in
hearing from readers ways to improve the paper, so if it’s a question of
using a different font, then I’m open to that as well.
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Help the Palestinian refugees
To the editor: 
There were disturbing images of emaciated children and elderly people

who appear to have died of hunger  emerging from a Palestinian refugee
camp on the edge of Damascus, where thousands are at risk of starvation
after months of living under siege, U.N. officials and camp residents said
recently. ISIL has attacked the camp and now those left alive are starving
to death. When the world turns its backs on Jews starving in Nazis camps
what did the Jewish community globally say: How could they (the world)
allow this to occur?

In my last visit to Jerusalem I was visiting a friend who is very anti- Arab.
I said to him as we heard a baby’s cry while walking in the Old City:
“Don’t turn around. Do you hear the baby crying?” 

“Yes, of course,” he answered.
“Now tell me – is that a Jewish baby or an Arab baby?”

I asked. 
“I can’t tell – no one could,” my friend answered.
“Exactly,” I stated. “We’re all a part of the human race and, as such we

must always act as if we are our neighbours’ keepers as best we can.”
Just as the world did nothing for our mothers, fathers, brothers, sisters,

uncles, aunts, grandparents, cousins and other relatives, we should be con-
cerned with what is now happening again in this Palestinian refugee camp.
As Jews we must convince Israel to work with the Palestinian Abbas gov-
ernment to get the basic resources of life to these people.

For if we treat even our enemies as we were once treated we become just
as evil as they were and are today. It is only by showing the world that we
believe in kindness towards others, no matter who they might be that we
demonstrate true Jewish “derech eretz”.

Jewish law includes within it a blueprint for a just and ethical society,
where no one takes from another or harms another or takes advantage of
another, but everyone gives to one another and helps one another and pro-
tects one another. Again, these are not merely high ideals; the means for
fulfilling these ideals are spelled out in the 613 commandments. We must
fulfill Jewish Law for those Palestinians in the refugee camp on the edge
of Damascus who are now all alone! What will history say about us? 

Assoc. Professor Alan Levy BA, MIR,LLM
Human Resources, Labour Relations, 
Leadership & Dispute Resolution
Department of Business Administration
Faculty of Arts 
Brandon University

Unelected judges usurping
role of Parliament

Our system of parliamentary democracy
has been evolving for eight hundred years
since Magna Carta. We now have a Charter of
Rights coupled with a rich common law tra-
dition. Judges are able to grant equitable
relief, strike down bad laws, and enforce

Charter rights and remedies. 
Minority rights sometimes need to be protected from the tyranny of the

majority. An independent judiciary is seen as a vital check and balance to
a legislative body bent on enacting oppressive laws.

What happens when a politicized judiciary capriciously exercises this
function? And not just once but on numerous occasions? Then we have a
tyranny of a small group of unelected judges, responsible to no one,
usurping the role of Parliament and our elected representatives.

On April 14th the Supreme Court of Canada, by a vote of 6-3, struck
down as unconstitutional s. 95(2) of the Criminal Code, a law enacted by
Parliament, mandating minimum sentences for certain gun offences if the
Crown proceeds by indictment. The impugned law had two ways of
enforcement: one by summary conviction with no minimum jail time and
the second by indictment with a 3 year minimum sentence. There has
never been a case of mere license violators (as opposed to serious gun
offenders) being charged by indictment. Writing for the majority, Chief
Justice McLachlin relied upon an absurd hypothetical about duck hunters
facing mandatory 3 years’ imprisonment for inadvertent licensing viola-
tions. The actual 3 year plus and 5 year plus sentences imposed at trial on
Mr. Nur and Mr. Charles, the two appellants who were serious gun
offenders, were upheld.

There is a legitimate debate about the efficacy of minimum sentences.
Do they deter crime and/or reduce recidivism? But that’s not the point.
The point is that the law was passed in the democratically elected
Parliament of Canada. Tougher gun legislation has been supported by all
three major parties. It’s not Harper’s law; it’s our law. If I don’t like it I
can lobby against it, I can protest, I can write to my M.P. Next election I
can vote for a different party and try and defeat the government.

In contrast, we have a handful of unelected judges who think they have
the right, on a wholesale basis, to overturn laws enacted by a Parliament
elected by the people of Canada. I understand the argument for having
checks and balances in our system. But when unelected judges for capri-
cious, illogical reasons, take it upon themselves to trample all over the
will of our elected Parliament, watch out. Our democracy is in peril.
Every time a piece of legislation is improperly struck down, we should
regard it as a kind of judicial coup d’etat. Is this what we want in Canada?

By the way, kudos to Manitoba’s own Justice Marshall Rothstein, who
supported a strongly worded dissent by Justice Michael Moldaver which
essentially ridiculed McLachlin’s reasoning, stating “It is not for this
court to frustrate the policy goals of our elected representatives, based on
questionable assumptions and loose conjecture.... Section 95 represents
Parliament’s considered response to the pressing problem of gun violence
in our communities. Parliament chose to craft a wide-reaching offence to
denounce and deter serious criminal activity with lengthy mandatory
minimums. At the same time, it provided a safety valve to divert the least
serious cases into summary proceedings carrying no minimum sentence. 

“With respect, I see no reason to second-guess Parliament based on
hypotheticals that do not accord with experience or common sense. Nor,
on my proposed framework, is there any sound basis for disturbing the
extensive deliberations of our elected representatives on this important
issue. I would allow the appeals, and uphold the constitutional validity of
s. 95(2).”

Some observers have applauded this decision because it seemingly
strikes a blow at the Harper government. Their enthusiasm is misplaced. 

This is not about a particular government. Anyone who cherishes par-
liamentary democracy should worry that the Supreme Court is usurping
the role of Parliament.

Would you have attacked Jabotinsky?
Dear Bernie. 
I found your lengthy editorial in the April 1 (last week’s) issue quite

disturbing. What is the difference between Benjamin Netanyahu and
Vladimir Jabotinsky? In the 1930s Jabotinsky struggled to wake up
European Jews to the imminent danger they were in. Unfortunately, his
cries were not adequately heeded, but at least he tried. Was he crying wolf
as you suggest Bibi Netanyahu is? Would you have dared to criticize
Jabotinsky in the same manner that you used to turn Netanyahu into a vir-
tual schmattah? 

Take a moment (or as long as necessary) to consider some of the fol-
lowing questions; Can you think of even one historical personage who
threatened the Jewish people and then later turned out to be kidding?
How many Hitlers, Torquemadas, Chmielnickis, Hamans, etc. ad nausea
were known for their practical jokes? Gotcha! Only kidding! No, sorry, I
don’t remember those lines coming out of Amalek’s mouth (particularly
poignant during the recent Pesach, or perhaps at your house you skipped
that paragraph). 

Do you seriously think that Ali Khamenei (if he is a Supreme Leader,
he is a Supreme Leader of hatred) and his cohorts are joking when they
say they are going to annihilate Israel? Do you see any evidence that they
are kibitzing around? Since the Obama administration’s belief in proper
inspection is delusional, Iran can soon be within reach of creating
weapons that can achieve that goal. Who will defend the Israelis when
their enemies attack? The U.S.? Please, where is the evidence? The
Americans might react afterwards, but even that is debatable. You seem
to admire Barrack Obama. Why? Obama has proven, over and over, that
his word means nothing. He has provided ample evidence of zero credi-
bility. Are you prepared to “wait to see what happens?” You also forget
that Hitler, too, signed an agreement. Would you react the same way if
your own family was at risk - if one of your neighbours publicly threat-
ened to harm your family, and lethal weapons were being delivered to his
house during the night and hustled quickly into his basement, out of
sight? What do you think he is going to do with them, sit and admire his
collection?

At times I wonder how the Holocaust could have been allowed to hap-
pen. I know that one of the causes was the attitude of certain smug North
American Jews who lived comfortable lifestyles and who felt that
European Jews were simply being hysterical alarmists. Are you prepared
to issue a public apology if it turns out that Netanyahu is right? Would
that bring the dead back to life? We need to thank Benjamin Netanyahu
for courageously insisting on pressing the alarm bell against formidable
opposition. We need to pause and give thanks that he was re-elected. Few
other Israeli politicians would have had the chutzpah to do what is right.

Your editorial is not suitable for a mouthpiece of the Jewish people. I
strongly advise you to print the speech below and compare it to
Netanyahu’s:

http://www.jewishpost.com/archives/news/did-zeev-jabotinsky-fore-
cast-the-coming-of-the-holocaust.html
Bob Natanson
Toronto

By

ALEX ARENSON

LETTER



Spiritual leadership
comes in many forms. But
the bottom line, as enunci-
ated by Jane Eisner, the
editor of the Jewish Daily
Forward, comes down to
“the power of personal
connection – through
study, social action or sim-
ple acts of kindness”.

In late March, the Forward published a list of 33
of America’s “Most Inspiring Rabbis”, three of
whom have Winnipeg connections.

Undoubtedly, the best known of the three to read-
ers of this newspaper would be Rabbi Carnie Rose
of Congregation B’nai Amoona in St. Louis. The
second son of Rabbi Neal and Carol Rose was born
and bred in Winnipeg. He left here in 1989 to study
for an MBA and the rabbinate at the University of
Judaism in LA, and was ordained in 1995. Before
coming to B’nai Amoona ten years ago, he (and his
family - wife, Paulie, and four children ranging in age from 10 to 16)
served congregations in Columbus, Ohia, Tokyo and New York City. His
current congregation has a membership of about 800 families.

“I wasn’t looking for a new job when B’nai Amoona approached me,”
Rose says. “I knew the congregation because I had interviewed here years
before for assistant rabbi. It was hard to leave my congregation in New
York – but we are more comfortable with a midwestern ethos. St. Louis
offers a lifestyle similar to what I experienced growing up in Winnipeg.”

Rose speaks lovingly of growing up in Winnipeg and what he learned
here about community service through the examples of his parents, Neal
and Carol, and volunteering as part of his education at Joseph Wolinsky
Collegiate.

“I would volunteer at the Sharon Home and Shalom Residences,” he
recalls. “I would go with my father on hospital visits. And we always
shared our Shabbat and Yom Tov meals with many guests. My parents
always showed concern for the marginalized members of our Jewish com-
munity.”

The lessons that he learned at home, he has introduced in his congrega-
tion. He has focused on making his synagogue a welcoming place for gay
people, the handicapped (The bimah, for example, has had tramps installed
to make it accessible to congregants in wheelchairs.), and those who have
served prison terms.

“Our congregation has received several national awards for our inclu-
siveness,” he notes. “We were the first congregation to receive the
Ruderman Prize (worth $50,000) for being inclusive of the physically
handicapped.”

Also following his parents’ lead in Winnipeg, Rose is involved in inter-
faith work in St. Louis. “Our recent interfaith Pesach seder attracted 250,
including 75 who weren’t Jewish,” he says.

As to making the list, he says that it is both humbling and embarrassing.
“It’s wonderful that members of my congregation put my name forward,”
he says. “But I don’t do what I do for honours, but rather for the love of the
‘Jewish People. As my father always says, we change the world ‘Yidl by
Yidl’. That’s my goal.”

* * * * *
Rabbi Michael Knopf’s connection to Winnipeg is also through the Rose

family. In 2008 he married Carol and Neal’s daughter, Adira. (The couple
have two children, a two-year-old daughter and five-month-old son.)

“I was honoured, humbled and surprised to be selected for the list so
early in my career alongside teachers and people I have admired, especial-
ly Carnie,” says Knopf, the 32-year-old spiritual leader of Temple Beth El
in Richmond, Virginia. “This boosts my strength and energy in serving my
community.”

It was Knopf’s involvement in a leadership role in USY in high school
that led him to consider the rabbinate. “I really became passionate about
building and strengthening a sense of Jewish community from that experi-
ence,” he recalls. “I began to develop a deeper relationship with Judaism.”

He received his rabbinic training at the Ziegler School of Rabbinic
Studies, the Conservative movement’s Los Angeles seminary. He was
ordained in 2001. His first congregation was in Philadelphia. He came to
Richmond and Congregation Beth El last fall.

Richmond, he reports, has a Jewish community of about 10,000-15,000.
The community is comparable in size to Winnipeg, he points out. His own
congregation numbers 430 families.

“I heard that I received many nominations from current and former con-
gregants,” says Knopf, in explaining how he was chosen for the list.
“People noted how I make Judaism more relevant to my congregants. In the
21st century, we need to make Judaism more inclusive and welcoming.”

The Forward testimonial from congregants described some of the new

directions in which Knopf has been moving his congregation – events such
as a Purim party that featured dancing to 1980s music; a band performing
live music at Friday night services; dress-down Shabbat services and toys
in the sanctuary for the little ones to play with.

Knopf is also following up on the interfaith work in which he was
involved in Philadelphia. He is helping to form a Religious Leaders
Council in largely Protestant Richmond.

“The Jewish community here is very well regarded” he says. “Last
Chanukah, OI and Jewish leaders were invited to the Governor’s Mansion
for a Chanukah Party for the first time.”

“Rabbi Knopf is working hard to expand our congregation and to make
Judaism welcome to all,” the congregants wrote. “He will soon be officiat-
ing the first marriage of a same-sex couple in our temple’s history. His
number one priority is to make our temple most welcoming to interfaith
couples, and has expanded what a non-Jewish partner may do in the sanc-
tuary during their children’s b’nai mitzvah. He is the ultimate community
leader. In just half a year, he has transformed Temple Beth El. We know the
best is yet to come.”

* * * * *
Rabbi Elizabeth Baral, the spiritual leader of Temple B’nai Sholom in

Huntsville, Alabama, has fond memories of her time in Winnipeg as a stu-
dent rabbi at Temple Shalom here.

“I was fortunate that Temple Shalom was willing to allow me to inflict
student training on them,” she jokes. “I am grateful that the congregation
was willing to engage with me in my struggle to learn what it takes to
become a rabbi.”

Baral served Temple Shalom on a part-time basis in 2007 and 2008. She
remembers the congregation as “a wonderful and inclusive community”.
She particularly recalls a bat mitzvah at which she presided for a “differ-
ently abled” young woman as one of the “most moving” bat mitzvahs that
she has ever participated in.”

Baral attended Brandeis University and, like Michael Knopf, discovered
a passion for Judaism through her leadership role in school – in her case
through Hillel and teaching Sunday school. She was ordained in 2009 and
began her tenure at B’nai Sholom shortly thereafter.

She reports that Huntsville (in northern Alabama) has an overall popula-
tion of about 300,000. Her congregation numbers about 150 families. There
is also a smaller congregation of about 60 families and another 100 or so
unaffiliated Jewish community members.

“We are famous for the number of Ph.D.s we have here,” she says.
“Huntsville is home to America’s missile command centre. We have a num-
ber of rocket scientists in our congregation.”

As a rabbi, professionally, she concedes, she does feel somewhat isolat-
ed in Huntsville. She reports that she and her family keep kosher and
import most of their food from Atlanta, a three hour drive away.

Like Knopf and Rose, she is much involved in interfaith activities in the
larger community. One of her congregants, describing Baral for the
Forward, noted that “in the five years since Rabbi Bahar came to
Huntsville, our congregation has become more welcoming to same-sex
couples, worked with local school systems to implement an anti-bullying
initiative, spoken out against Alabama’s anti-immigration law, and helped
educate the community about the problem of homeless LGBT teens. Rabbi
Baral is a role model who leads by example and teaches us all-important
lessons about the meaning of Judaism and the joy we can find in tikkun
olam.”

“I was gratified to have been considered for the Forward list,” says Baral,
who has two pre-school children with her husband, Uzi, a jeweler in
Huntsville. “I try to emphasize the Jewish value of welcoming the
stranger.”

Jewish Daily Forward “America’s Most Inspiring” 
list includes three with Winnipeg connection 
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In Israel today, there is little recognition of any
Jewish religious stream other than the Orthodox.
A couple wishing to marry within the
Conservative movement must leave the country to
do so, and then apply for the recognition of their
marriage when they return to Israel. A person who
has undergone a Conservative conversion is not
recognized as a Jew. Women davening at the
Kotel while wearing tallitot have been arrested

and jailed.
MERCAZ-Canada and the Canadian Foundation for Masorti

(Conservative) Judaism work in cooperation to foster and strengthen
Masorti / Conservative Judaism in Israel, based on the ideals of tradition
and tolerance, study and spirituality, social action and love of Israel. Their
mission is to support religious pluralism in Israel and to strengthen the con-
nection between Israel and the Diaspora. They are the advocates that guar-

antee funding for non-
Orthodox religious
streams that is so cru-
cial to our
Movement’s growth
in Israel and around
the world.

At this time, there
are 73 Masorti
kehillot (congrega-
tions) in Israel.
Masorti Judaism has
been growing by leaps
and bounds in Israel
and around the world.
Since 2002, the num-
ber of Israelis who
identify with the
Masorti movement
has doubled. The

most recent studies show over half a million Israelis identify as
Conservative. In Israel in the past 18 months, 8 new Masorti Kehillot have
been formed, with more in the planning stages. Masorti Kehillot provide a
widely admired school system, encourage social justice in Israel, encour-
age green initiatives and support a host of other activities.

MERCAZ-Canada, a branch of the international political wing of the
Conservative movement, MERCAZ-Olami (World MERCAZ), is the
Zionist voice of the Conservative / Masorti Movement in Canada. MER-
CAZ-Canada represents Conservative Judaism within the Canadian Zionist
Federation (CZF), the World Zionist Organization (WZO), the Jewish
Agency for Israel (JAFI), and the Jewish National Fund in Israel.

MERCAZ-Canada also works to encourage our young people to travel to
Israel. It provides general scholarships – which must be matched by the
participant’s synagogue – and a bi-annual essay scholarship for participants
on Conservative movement trips to Israel, such as USY Pilgrimage, Nativ,
Ramah Seminar and a High School program in Israel. Each year teens from
across Canada take advantage of this funding.

Through its membership in the World Zionist Organization, MERCAZ-
Olami has the ability to effect social change in Israel and to support social
justice around the world. MERCAZ-Canada delegates, along with other
MERCAZ-Olami delegates, represent the interests of Conservative /
Masorti Judaism at the WZO and JAFI. It is the MERCAZ presence,
actions and influence in the meetings of various WZO and JAFI commit-
tees that helps to ensure that a fair portion of their funding is allocated to
Masorti institutions.

Theodor Herzl convened the first Zionist Congress in Basel, Switzerland
in 1897. The Congress served as the foundation for the Zionist movement
– the creative force and organizational framework behind the State of
Israel. The Zionist Congress remains the governing body of the World
Zionist Organization. It has met regularly since its inception; today it meets
approximately once every five years, always in Jerusalem.

The 37th World Zionist Congress will convene in Jerusalem in October
2015. At this Congress, which has been referred to as the World’s Jewish
parliament, Jewish delegates from all over the world and from all streams
of Judaism will vote on policy and allocation of funds for initiatives that
affect Jewish life in Israel and beyond.

The World Zionist Congress delegates vote on numerous topics. Canada
is allocated 19 delegates out of a total of 500. Each group which is a mem-
ber of CZF is able to present a slate and elect a number of delegates based
on the number of its members who vote in favour of that slate. MERCAZ-
Canada delegates combine with other MERCAZ delegates from around the
world. In order to have a more effective voice at the upcoming Congress,
MERCAZ-Canada needs to build a greater membership and ensure that its
members cast their votes. Election of delegates to the World Zionist
Congress gives all Jews the opportunity to weigh in and get involved.

Even with the growth of the Masorti / Conservative movement, as well
as other streams of Judaism, the Government of Israel only supports
Orthodox institutions. With virtually no support from the government, the
Masorti movement has managed to accomplish a great deal. Delegates to
the Zionist Congress work to advance our agenda, shaping the nature of
Israeli society with the values of religious pluralism and environmental
awareness. They have helped to gain important resources for the develop-
ment of institutions of Masorti Judaism in Israel and throughout the world,
including the Schechter Institute, TALI Schools, the Masorti movement
and the Conservative Yeshiva. This is why it is crucial to have as large a
voice at the WZO as possible.

Through the work of the Masorti movement as well as other non-
Orthodox religious streams, there is now a recognized space at the Kotel
for egalitarian worship. Pressure has been put on the Israeli Government to
develop solutions to allow non-Orthodox weddings and burials, among
other issues.

The Government of the State of Israel does not officially recognize our
belief in an egalitarian and pluralistic society. This translates into the ongo-
ing debate over who is a Jew, who can authorize conversions, who can per-
form marriages, and who can deliver a Get. If Israel is to be the homeland
for Jews all over the world, which was the premise of the early pioneers,
then Jews all over the world have to care about its social fabric.
Conservative Jews have a specific responsibility to advance Israel’s reli-
gious diversity, because right now the only officially recognized religious
stream is Orthodox.

To learn more about MERCAZ-Canada, and to become a member, call
866-357-3384 or visit www.mercaz.ca. 

Nola Lazar is married to Matthew and is the mother of four children, all
of whom have been through the Winnipeg Jewish School system, two of
whom have already graduated from the Gray Academy. Her daughter Yona
has recently made Aliyah and has recently drafted to Tzahal. Nola is the
chair of the youth committee at Congregation Etz Chayim and is a past
board member. Nola is a board member of Mercaz Canada, working
towards supporting Conservative values in Israel. 

MERCAZ-Canada working to strengthen Conservative Judaism
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With your help, Canadian 
Hadassah-WIZO (CHW) 
improves the lives of children, 
women and families who are 
battling hunger, a devastating 
disease or domestic violence.  

Your gift today will answer the 
growing needs for all who depend 
on our collective help, showing 
them just how much we care.

Canadian Hadassah-WIZO (CHW)
Toll-free: 1.866.937.9431 
E-mail:  info@chw.ca
Web:   www.chw.ca
Canadian Charitable Registration: 135506483RR0001

Protects a child at risk. Children will have a safe place to call home while receiving 
nutritious meals and snacks, ensuring they can focus on learning, playing and growing.

Helps heal a patient who has experienced a stroke. Patients will have immediate 
access to life-saving surgery and a chance for full recovery.

Supports a woman who is struggling day-to-day to feed her children. 
She will receive guidance and job skills training empowering her and her family.

Please give generously. Your Annual Campaign gift today...

Children
Healthcare
Women

Canadian Hadassah-WIZO (CHW) 
is Canada’s leading Jewish women’s 
philanthropic organization. Founded in 
1917, CHW is non-political, volunteer 
driven and funds a multitude of 
projects for Children, Healthcare and 
Women in Israel and Canada.

About CHW
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By

NOLA LAZAR
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Yiddish page

Itay Zutra the I.L. Peretz Folk School Yiddish Teaching Fellow, University
Of Manitoba.

English translation of Yiddish column

In Israel Yom Hashoa and Yom Hazikaron come
right after Passover. Israelis still use the Holocaust
to justify their right to exist, but are not interested
in the culture of its Yiddish speaking victims. Ruth
Bondi’s book “Not Only Kafka and the Golem”
(2014) tells the story of Czech Jews. It explains
that the reason this small community became so
prominent is due to its marginalized position. I
hope that the powerful Israelis wont forget that
weakness is also a form of strength, but I am a
skeptical Jew.

This column is funded by the I.L. Peretz Folk School Endowment Trust at the
Jewish Foundation Of Manitoba.

Recycling toilet water and four
other Israeli answers to

California’s drought
By BEN SALES

TEL AVIV (JTA) - For help facing its worst
drought in centuries, California should look to a coun-
try that beat its own chronic water shortage: Israel.

Until a few years ago, Israel’s wells seemed like they
were always running dry. TV commercials urged
Israelis to conserve water. Newspapers tracked the rise
and fall of Lake Kinneret, Israel’s biggest freshwater
source. Religious Israelis gathered to pray for rain-
fall at the Western Wall during prolonged dry spells.

However, the once perpetual Israeli water shortage
appears to be mostly over. California’s water supply,
meanwhile, is at record lows, prompting restrictions
on household use and leading farmers to deplete the
state’s groundwater reserves. From water recycling to
taking the salt out of the plentiful seawater, here are
five ways that Californians can benefit from Israel’s
know-how.

1. Israeli cities recycle three-quarters of their water.
Israeli farms don’t just use less water than their

American counterparts, much of their water is reused.
Three-quarters of the water that runs through sinks,
showers, washing machines and even toilets in Israeli
cities is recycled, treated and sent to crops across the
country through specially marked purple tubes.
According to the Pacific Institute, which conducts
environmental research, California recycles only 13
percent of its municipal wastewater.

Israel also encourages recycling by giving reused
water to farmers tax-free.

“If you take water from the city you don’t pay a tax,
but if you have a well and you take that water you pay
a lot of money for every cubic meter,” said Giora
Shaham, a former long-term planner at Israel’s Water
Authority. “If you’re a farmer in Rehovot and you
have water that doesn’t cost money, you’ll take that
water.”

2. Israel gets much of its water from the
Mediterranean Sea.

Israelis now have a much bigger water source than
Lake Kinneret: the Mediterranean Sea. Four plants on
Israel’s coast draw water from the sea, take out the salt,
purify the water and send it to the country’s pipes — a
process called desalination.

The biggest of the four plants, opened in 2013, can
provide nearly 7 million gallons of potable water to
Israelis every hour. When a fifth opens as soon as this
year near the Israeli port city of Ashdod, 75 percent of
Israel’s municipal and industrial water will be desali-
nated, making Israelis far less reliant on the country’s
fickle rainfall.

Desalination costs money, uses energy and concerns
environmental activists who want to protect
California’s coast and the Pacific Ocean. One cubic
meter of desalinated water takes just under 4 kilowatt-
hours to produce. That’s the equivalent of burning 40
100-watt light bulbs for one hour to produce the equiv-
alent of five bathtubs full of water.

But despite the costs, San Diego County is investing
in desalination. IDE Technologies, which operates
three of Israel’s four plants, is building another near
San Diego, slated to open as soon as November. Once
operational, it will provide the San Diego Water

Continued on page 17. See “California’s
drought”.
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Tuesday, May, 26, 7:30 p.m.
Mr. Kaplan
Sr. Kaplan

Mr. Kaplan is turning 76. He’s grumpy, fed up with his community’s lack
of interest in its own heritage. An unexpected opportunity to achieve great-
ness comes in the form of a quiet, elderly German, who Mr. Kaplan
believes to be a runaway Nazi. Mr. Kaplan surprises everyone when he
tries to repeat the historic capture of Adolf Eichmann by unmasking and
kidnapping the German and secretly taking him to Israel. This crowd-pleas-
ing comedy will delight audiences with its cinematography and cast.
(Uruguay, Spain, Germany, 2014)

Wednesday, May, 27, 7:30 p.m.
The Gett, the Trial of Vivian Amsalem 
Gett

An Israeli woman seeking to finalize a divorce (gett) from her estranged
husband finds herself effectively put on trial by her country’s religious
marriage laws, in this powerhouse courtroom drama from sibling directors
Shlomi and Ronit Elkabetz. Winner of the Israeli Film Academy Ophir
Award for Best Picture and propelled by the craft of Ronit Elkabetz (one of
Israeli cinema’s most acclaimed actresses), Gett: The Trial of Vivian
Amsalem is an uncompromising, heart-rending portrait of a woman’s
struggle to overcome an unmoving patriarchy and live a life of her own
design. (Israel, France, Germany, 2014)

Thursday, May, 28, 7:30 p.m.
Above and Beyond: The Untold True Story

In 1948, just three years after the liberation of
Nazi death camps, a group of Jewish American
pilots answered a call for help. In secret and at
great personal risk, they smuggled planes out of
the U.S., trained behind the Iron Curtain in
Czechoslovakia and flew for Israel in its War of
Independence. More than a retelling of the ’48
Arab-Israeli War, Above and Beyond examines
the motivations of the foreign volunteers – both
Jews and non-Jews and how critical the actions
of these young American men were for the
country’s survival. (USA, 2014)

Friday, May 29, 5:00 p.m.
The German Doctor
Wakolda

Based on a true story, this chilling drama
traces the crossroads of a Nazi doctor, an Israeli
secret agent, and a growing Argentinian family
in 1960s Patagonia. This historical drama
depicts the life story of notorious Nazi war
criminal Josef Mengele during his exile in South
America. The thriller follows this family that
befriends and entrusts their young daughter to
his care, unaware that he is among the world’s
most wanted men. Selected as Argentina’s sub-
mission to the Academy Awards in 2013.
(Argentina, France, Norway, Spain, 2013)

Saturday, May 30, 8:00 p.m.
Magic Men
Ha-ben shel elohim

Magic Men is a moving and beautifully shot
father-and-son road trip movie from the direc-
tors of the hit Israeli comedy A Matter of Size.
Shipped off by his boss to a little-known town
twinning ceremony in Greece, Avraham is faced
by his own buried past as a young Greek Jewish
boy hidden during the Second World War by a
local magician. Directors Guy Nattiv and Erez
Tadmor’s thoughtful film is an ambitious and
poignant portrait of family relationships, the
divide between religious and secular and the
coming together of cultures. (Israel, 2014)

Monday, June 1, 7:30 p.m.
Bethlehem
Bet-Lechem

Israel’s official entry for Best Foreign
Language Film Oscar in 2014, Bethlehem is an
intricate, cliffhanger centered on the tragic rela-
tionship between an Israeli intelligence officer
and his Palestinian informant. Shifting between
streetwise Israeli and Palestinian viewpoints,
this morally complex story achieves added
authenticity by the experiences of first-time
writer-director Yuval Adler who served in Israeli
military intelligence, and co-writer Ali Waked, a
Palestinian journalist. (Israel, Germany,
Belgium, 2014)

Tuesday, June 2, 7:30 p.m.
The Outrageous Sophie Tucker

The rags to riches story of Sophie Tucker, an
iconic superstar who ruled the worlds of vaude-

Asper Foundation Performances and the Rady Jewish Community Centre Present
2015 Winnipeg International Jewish Film Festival 

Showcasing the Best in International Cinema 
May 26 - June 6

Continued on next page.
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ville, Broadway, radio,
television, and

Hollywood throughout the 20th century. Sophie Tucker was the first
woman to infatuate her audiences with a bold, bawdy and brassy style
unlike any other. Using all of “The Last of the Red Hot Mamas” 400-plus
recently rediscovered personal scrapbooks, authors Susan and Lloyd Ecker
take you on their seven-year journey retracing Tucker’s 60-year career in
show business. (USA, 2014)

Special Event! Join Producers Susan and Lloyd Eckler for a Q and A after
the screening of The Outrageous Sophie Tucker! 

Wednesday, June 3, 7:30 p.m.
24 Days 
24 jours

French director Alexandre Arcady delivers one of the most “wrenching
and politically astute” films to come out of France (Screen Daily). 24 Days
offers a searing insight into the harrowing experience of Ilan’s family wait-
ing and hoping the police would save their son. For 24 days the police,
insistent upon handling the case as a normal for-ransom kidnapping, fail-
ing to recognize the antisemitic hatred of his abductors. Many opportuni-
ties to save Ilan are missed or squandered as his family receives nearly 700
phone calls, insults, threats, photographs and sound recordings of their tor-
tured son. (France, 2014)

Thursday, June 4, 7:30 p.m.
Ida

From acclaimed director Pawel Pawlikowski comes Ida, a moving and
intimate drama about a young novitiate nun in 1960s Poland who, on the
verge of taking her vows, makes a shocking discovery about her past. In
this beautifully directed film, Pawlikowski returns to his native Poland for
the first time in his career to confront some of the more contentious issues
in the history of his birthplace. This intersection of the personal with
momentous historic events makes for what is surely one of the most pow-
erful and affecting films of the year. Best Foreign Language Film of the

Year, Academy of Motion Picture Arts and Sciences, 2015. (Poland,
Denmark, France, 2014)

Friday, June 5, 5:00 p.m.
Farewell Herr Schwarz
Heye Shalom, Peter Schwarz

In 1945, after the war’s end, sister and brother Michla and Feiv’ke
Schwarz didn’t meet in Lodz as they had planned. Michla Schwartz, sur-
vived the death camps and traveled to a Jewish state that was about to be
founded in the Middle East. Her brother Feiv’ke, considered dead, returned
to East Germany, married a German woman and inexplicably lived amidst
the concentration camp ruins where he was once a prisoner. Farewell Herr
Schwarz is a cinematic journey about buried family secrets, the Holocaust
from a third generation perspective and how it is never too late to reclaim
your heritage. (Germany, Israel, 2014)

Saturday, June 6, 8:00 p.m.
Zero Motivation
Efes beyahasei enosh

A smash hit in Israel Zero Motivation is a unique, sharply observed,
sometimes dark and often hilarious portrait of everyday life for a unit of
young, female soldiers in a remote Israeli desert outpost. Playing out like
M*A*S*H meets Orange is the New Black, Talya Lavie’s brilliant debut
details the power struggles of three women with different agendas and very
little to do. With shifts of tone that go from slapstick to satiric to horrifying
with fluid ease, and with a superb supporting cast of characters, Zero
Motivation is destined to be one of the most talked about films of the year.
(Israel, 2014)

Films will be screened at the Berney Theatre. All foreign films are subti-
tled and subject to classification. Tickets and festival packages are avail-
able by calling the Rady Jewish Community Centre or on-line at
www.radyjcc.com. 

As for the missile threat, Shavit was rela-
tively sanguine. “Missiles can’t destroy
Israel. In 2006, 2008, 2012, and 2014 we

had four asymmetrical wars. If, God forbid, there’s a third Lebanon war, it
will be horrific. Tel Aviv will be hit in a big way,” but Israel will still sur-
vive.

Yet Shavit blamed Israeli policy makers for leading Israel into isolation.
“We are endangering ourselves by not having enough credibility in the
world,” he suggested. One of the problems Israel has is that many of the
countries in the West “have such deep guilt feelings over their colonial
pasts” that they can’t “address the real evils in the world”, such as Hamas.

But, in order to deal with this reality, Israel needs “to have an inspiring
peace initiative so that Israel can fight a war (with Hizbollah) without imme-
diately bringing the world’s condemnation upon it. (He referred to the 1973
Yom Kippur War when Israel had to refrain from launching a first strike and,
as a result, sustained terrible casualties, all the while working to avoid alien-
ating the American support that Israeli leaders knew would be decisive in
the coming war.)

Further developing this theme, Shavit warned that “our F15s and F16s
will not be able to take off when they’re needed because Israel is a pariah.”

(I might note that I’ve been making the same point for years. Israel should
be engaged in “Realpolitik” rather than asserting its position on settlement
building as legitimate and irrelevant to the peace process. I don’t care
whether someone can find some legal justification for settlements. All that
matters is how those settlements are perceived by the vast majority of
nations. It’s nice to score debating points, but ultimately perception
becomes reality.)

Shavit went on to analyze the types of peace Israel has enjoyed with its
erstwhile adversaries, noting that actual signed peace agreements have
sometimes been of less value than tacit understandings that may have pre-
ceded those signed peace agreements.

He noted, for instance, that “we need something like what Israel had with
Jordan between 1970 and 1994: full cooperation but no embassies – an 85%
peace…but it was more intimate than the real peace… We should try to
establish the same kind of relationship with the Saudis and Morocco. It can
incorporate an economic element to help Egypt, for example, use Israeli
expertise to make better use of the Nile River – but none of this can happen
without some movement on the Palestinian issue.”

Further expanding upon Israel’s tenuous relationship with Jordan, Shavit
noted that “Jerusalem can go ballistic at any moment”, i.e. Palestinians riot-
ing, “in which case peace with Jordan is in danger.”

Again, Shavit returned to a note that he had struck several times earlier –
the importance of dealing with the Palestinians so that it can improve
Israel’s stance in other areas, especially with regard to Iran. “We need to
give the Palestinians more space,” he urged. “We need to contribute with
minor concessions that don’t endanger Israel’s security.”

The role of certain commentators who are generally respected for their
fairness, but have been critical of Israel for its criticism of the Lausanne
deal, came up when someone in the audience brought up Fareed Zakaria’s
criticism of Netanyahu’s stance on Iran . Shavit described Zakria’s position
as an example of “brilliant people talking nonsense.”

In Shavit’s view, there “is a potential for an alliance of powers in the
Middle East,” including Saudi Arabia, Israel and Egypt, “but they feel
threatened not necessarily by Obama but by intellectuals…The Middle East
is a politically incorrect region,” much to the chagrin of many of those intel-
lectuals who don’t view the region realistically, he observed.

“Egypt is the key,” he suggested. “Let’s make Egypt the pivot of the
Middle East. We could make the Egyptian army the local ‘decent cop’ “ in
the region, using Saudi money. “The Saudis now get it but Israel has to
become more generous” (toward the Palestinians).

Someone asked Shavit about America’s turning toward China at the same
time as it wants to reduce its role in the Middle East. 

Shavit predicted that “if the U.S. loses the Middle East it has no chance
with China. If the perception is that the U.S. gave the Middle East to Iran
by abandoning its traditional alliances there, those allies will go to China
and Russia” for alliances, rather than the U.S.

Turning to the difficulty Israel has had negotiating with the Palestinians,
Shavit had this to say: “We must demand Israel end the occupation but, at the
same time, it is time to talk to the Palestinians in a serious way.” We should
say to the Palestinians: “Don’t compete with the Jews in the victimhood
game…It’s time to acknowledge that there is another people on the land. We
belong and we have a right.” (At this point the audience burst into applause.)
“We must see them and they must see us. It’s time for the Palestinians to
grow up. If they grow up we’ll finally have the peace we need.”

Someone asked Shavit about the U.N. and about Canada’s relationship
with Israel.

Shavit said: “I have a lot of respect for the U.N. but more for Canada.
Coalitions of the like-minded have a great role” to play, he observed.

As far as past peace efforts go, starting with the Camp David accords,
Shavit had this sarcastic observation: “For the past 20 years we’ve seen
attempts to impose a Scandinavian peace on the Middle East through
Jeffersonian democracy.”

Shavit was asked whether he’s ever considered going into politics. 
His answer: “As for my going into politics, my beautiful, marvelous

second wife says I can go into politics with my third wife!”

In his final remarks to the audience, Shavit had this to say: “We have to
look at the fact that as Jews we’ve never had it so good. This is how I want
to end the evening. We need to redefine ourselves and re-energize ourselves
in order to define our future.”

Ari Shavit
Continued from page 2.

Continued from previous page.



By MEACHELLE BELLAN
I’m an exercise maven and I was in the fitness

business for years – so, when my husband Bernie
suggested that I should start going to the Rady
JCC for fitness classes, I hesitated. I’d been
going to a different facility and, like many of you
who get to know certain instructors and certain
facilities, I was hesitant to try something differ-
ent.

Today I’ll eat my words. Going into a Zumba
class with Sharon Delbridge changed my opinion
entirely about the Rady JCC. The first thing that
I noticed was the varied ages of the participants
in the class and how Sharon engaged everyone.
People ranged in ages from 18-80 something. 

The second thing that I noticed was how the
hour flew by. The reason was this: When doing
Zumba a participant gets into the beat of the
music and the positive energy in the room. The
other factor is that a participant needs to be fully
present and in the moment in order to follow
Sharon’s dance routine (and she is fantastic). The
happiest and most contented people are those
who are present, not worrying about what happened last week, or what
might happen next month. As a counselor and crisis worker I tell people
that all the time. 

In my opinion being in Sharon’s class is therapy. As stated earlier, I was
into fitness for over 30 years so I speak from experience. I encourage any-
one regardless of age, size, shape, or level of fitness to give this particular
class a try. 

Oh yes, and seriously I was so welcomed by the amazing members that
I’m still buzzing. 

So listen guys, see you in Zumba.
Speaking with some of the members at the Rady JCC, I also must say that

I haven’t heard a negative comment regarding the fitness facility in any
manner. On this note, I’m saying good bye to the club that I’ve been fre-

quenting for some years. I’m sold on the Rady.

Ed. note: I suggested to Meachelle that we ought
to find out more about Sharon’s background that
led her to become such a popular – and well-
known Zumba instructor. (My own experience see-
ing what a great teacher Sharon is was when I
would take one of her spin classes. Unfortunately,
this past year she decided that her schedule was too
full to keep teaching those classes.)

In any event, Sharon responded to my query, in
which I asked her to describe the path that led her
to becoming a Zumba instructor. I also suggested
she call her classes at the Rady “Jewmba classes”.
Here, in part, is what Sharon wrote:

I’ve been into fitness my whole life. I come from
a very musical family (the well-known Fink fami-
ly. Sharon’s parents are Rachel and Saul Fink. Her
sister Shayla Posen is a teacher and singer; her

brother Percy is a chief financial officer in Toronto,
while another brother, Sheldon, is also a teacher.),
but also a family that always works out. My parents,

who are 90 and 88, are still working out every day at the Rady. They swear
it’s the secret to keeping young and feeling great.

I teach 16 classes a week. Inspiring and motivating women to live healthy
and happy lives is the most rewarding job in the world.

When I was in my 20s I was teaching aerobics for several years as a part-
time job while in university. When I had my three children (Milan, Jared
and Cassie Ackerman) I ran a hand-painted clothing business in my home
called Milan Designs, and I sold to ladies’ and children’s stores all over
Canada. 

I was always working out and have loved fitness classes. I went back and
got more certifications in my 40s. I’m certified to teach many specialties
and have been actively teaching at the Rady for over 10 years.

I now specialize in women’s boutique fitness: Zumba, Yoga and Barre
classes. The three specialties blend beautifully together and I have a big
following of people from all over Winnipeg that come to my classes. I have
every Zumba certification that’s available: Zumba, Zumba Gold (for
seniors), Zumba Toning (with weights), Zumba Aqua (in water), Zumba
Step and Zumba Sentao (using steppers and chairs).

I’ve taken many yoga certifications through the past 10 years and I’ve
been teaching Barre classes, which are the latest and hottest classes for
women. I’m always taking new training in these three specialties to con-
tinue to stay fresh and always have new and exciting things to present to
my class. That’s how I stay unique in my field. I’m always learning and
always developing my classes to be the best they can be. I spend tons of
time finding the best music and choreographing. 

I teach three Zumba classes a week at the Rady and all the other classes
I teach are at my company, which is called Fresh Soul Fitness (located
inside Patricia’s Ballroom in the Tuxedo Shopping Centre). I also teach
four Zumba chair classes a week (sitting in a chair) at the Shaftesbury
retirement centre and Sturgeon 1 and 2 retirement centres. They get the
same high from Zumba in a chair as we all do standing and dancing.

I truly feel that if you work out and look after your body, you will always
have a positive outlook on life. Exercise is a huge healer mentally and
physically. I have seen so many incredible changes in women that come to
my classes. They have transformed their bodies and live happier and
healthier lives.

Sharon Delbridge is one fantastic Zumba instructor
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MEACHELLE BELLAN (left) and 
SHARON DELBRIDGE

David Kertzer wins Pulitzer for biography 
detailing Pius XI-Mussolini ties

BOSTON (JTA) – Historian David Kertzer won a Pulitzer Prize for
his biography detailing how Benito Mussolini’s secret relationship with
Pope Pius XI influenced the Italian dictator’s persecution of his country’s
Jews.

Kertzer, a professor of anthropology and Italian studies at Brown
University, was recognized in the biography-autobiography category for
“The Pope and Mussolini: The Secret History of Pius XI and the Rise of
Fascism in Europe.”

Also recognized, for fiction, was Anthony Doerr for another book on
World War II, “All the Light We Cannot See,” a complexly woven and
emotionally powerful novel set in occupied France and Nazi Germany.

The prestigious journalism and literature awards were announced on
Monday.

Kertzer based his book on research into papal documents from the
inter-war years released by Pope John Paul II and other material.

The Pulitzer committee called it “an engrossing dual biography that
uses recently opened Vatican archives to shed light on two men who
exercised nearly absolute power over their realms.”
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BACK IN THE DAY....

Lawrence of Arabia won the Academy Award for best picture in
1962. Also that year the Sisterhood of Congregation Shaarey Zedek
held an Interfaith Luncheon. 

The room at the synagogue was filled with ‘ladies who lunch’ and
their friends from another faith, all gathered to hear an enlightened talk
on a general topic, and to partake of a meal that was probably not
‘heart smart’.

A lot of water has gone under the bridge since then, but this year the
Sisterhood of Congregation Shaarey Zedek will be hosting the
Interfaith Luncheon for the fifty-third time. 

Decades before interfaith dialogue became trendy, Sisterhood’s
Interfaith Luncheon had become an annual tradition. 

This year the 53rd Annual Interfaith Luncheon will be held on May
12th at noon. 

The guest speaker will be Jordan Bighorn who was recently present-
ed with a Manitoba Hero award. Born in Seattle Washington of the
Fort Peck Assiniboine Community and of Lakota heritage, Mr.
Bighorn has chosen to live and raise his family in Winnipeg. He is
presently Program Manager of CEDA Pathways to Education and is
very involved with First Nations youth, helping them graduate high
school and supporting them as they begin to transform the generational
cycles that have hindered growth in the lives of their families. He is a
member of the Baha’i faith.

The luncheon menu is outstanding, one of the Cafe Kosh gourmet
selections. The cost is $30. 

For more information and to register, please contact
sisterhood@szwinnipeg.ca or 204-452-3711.

Whereas in the days of yore, this event seemed to have a feminine
appeal only, now in the days of business lunches it is open to both men
and women of all faiths and backgrounds.

Congregation
Shaarey Zedek
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Some of the 200 members of the community
along with invited guests who attended the
Hashoah ceremony on the grounds of the
Manitoba Legislature Thursday, April 16

Members of General Monash
Branch, Royal Canadian
Legion presenting colours

Premier Greg
Selinger offering

greetings on behalf
of the Province

MP Shelley Glover,
offering greetings
on behalf of the

Federal
Government

Mayor Brian
Bowman offering

greetings on behalf
of the City

Jewish Children’s Song Theatre
under direction of Lina Streltsov

Singers Alex
Smolyaninov

(left) and Sarah
Sommer

Singer 
Justin Odwak

Eva Wiseman, daughter of
Holocaust survivors lights
a candle at the Holocaust

Monument

Rabbi Alan  Green of Shaarey
Zedek; David Kroft, President,

Jewish Federation; Cantor Tracy
Kasner-Greaves of Etz Chayim

Holocaust commemoration ceremony on grounds 
of Manitoba Legislative Building April 16
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Joanne Seiff

In March Rabbi Sid Schwarz visited Winnipeg
to offer innovative ideas for building communi-
ty. In his Saturday Limmud lecture, he focused
on his book, Jewish Megatrends: Charting the
Course of the American Jewish Future. These
megatrends resonate with “next gen” Jews (Gen
X, Y and Millennials): Hochma/Wisdom,
Tzedek/Social Justice Issues,
Kehillah/Community, and Kedosha/Holiness.

How would Winnipeg congregations look if they reflected these mega-
trends? The buildings might be busy with energized lay-led Jewish micro-
communities. Here’s the second column, reflecting on what the future
could be.

Social justice: Fixing our world
Ask a 13-year-old about his bar mitzvah project …he’ll light up with

excitement. He’s raising money for rescue dogs or providing sports equip-
ment for disadvantaged kids. That bat mitzvah girl supports “Because I am
a Girl” or fundraises to provide clean drinking water. Clothing drives and
school supplies–we collect many things to help others. Many Jewish kids
learn how tzedakah works and immediately do their part to fix the world.

My twins are so keen to fill up their tzedakah boxes that before Shabbat
dinner (and other meals, including breakfast), they climb up on a chair to
grab their tins. They march around rattling the boxes until we empty our
pockets. Not every Jewish person feels motivated by prayer as a way of
participating in Jewish community, but many are motivated by the notion
of Tzedek…social justice.

As Rabbi Sid pointed out, younger Jews heed that call for social justice.
Yet, mainstream Jewish organizations are sometimes slow to get on board.
In part it is because well-established agencies don’t make change at the
drop of a hat. Embracing new kinds of social justice requires flexibility. 

In the past, many Jews made donations to Jewish community organiza-
tions (Federations, foundations, UJA) that distributed money as they saw
fit. Next gen Jews would prefer to know exactly where to donate their
money and time and how and when it will make specific change. We (I’m
a “next gen Jew”) are savvy media consumers. We also want to know who
spends too much on advertising and overhead. 

If you look at the b’nai mitzvot tzedakah projects above, we also aren’t
tied to giving money only to Jewish or Israel-oriented charities. This has

caused a sea change in Jewish life, because some Jewish organizations are
seeing a significant decline in giving. If the established Jewish institutions
want to survive, they have to reshape themselves to appeal to the Next Gen
Jewish giver/congregant. 

In part, this decline in “Jewish giving” is because younger Jews recog-
nize that in general, North American Jews are doing just fine. Tzedakah
from many younger Jews goes to organizations that help the needy, no mat-
ter their religious affiliation. 

Yet, synagogues could be a place to mobilize our strong interest in social
justice. If Jewish institutions want to engage and involve young Jewish
members, they must embrace this activist energy. There are easy ways to
start…begin with opening up that building to new Jewish groups. That
means being flexible enough to make this possible and easy. If it takes a
synagogue board six months to vote to allow a new social action group to
meet and decides to charge a $100+ rental fee, the meeting will happen
tomorrow at Starbucks instead. If synagogues include these NextGen
groups as important parts of congregational life, it could catalyze a new
generation of involvement.

For Jews motivated by social change, there are many choices. Once you
identify your “thing” – hunger, eco-Judaism, human trafficking, Jewish-
oriented political activism, etc., your working group could meet at the shul.
Start each meeting with some learning about the Torah or Talmudic text or
connection to your activism…and give younger Jews ownership of the syn-
agogue building as a way to make Jewish change.

In the meanwhile, there is also room for individual action. Everyone who
drives to shul and carries a purse/diaper bag/wallet could bring a Winnipeg
Harvest donation to the bins there EVERY TIME you go. If you’re carry-
ing anyway, why not carry extra so others might eat? For some, feeding the
hungry is pikuach nefesh (the principle of saving a life) so the need might
transcend Shabbat prohibitions.

Note: If you don’t carry anything on Shabbat or push a stroller, I’ll
assume you go to shul at other times, too. Bring your food donations anoth-
er day!

To suggest some friendly competition, there’s a program started by
Canadian Muslims in Toronto in 2012. During the month of Ramadan,
Muslims voluntarily fast all day and eat only at night to empathize with and

help those less fortunate. The “Give 30” initia-
tive to help the hungry (http://www.give30.ca/)
now reaches nine food banks in five provinces,
including Winnipeg Harvest. Its premise is sim-
ple:

Give 30 wants everyone, regardless of faith,
to donate to the Give 30 Campaign Food Banks
during the month of Ramadan so we can fight
hunger in our community. This initiative is
about caring for our neighbours and making a
difference, together.

Jason Booth, who works at Winnipeg Harvest,
explained that this amazing campaign energized
both the Winnipeg Muslim religious communi-
ty and its non-Muslim neighbours. Shwarma
Khan’s owner, Obby Khan, hosted a Fast &
Feast fundraising event to support Give 30 and
Winnipeg Harvest. Sachit Mera, General
Manager of the East India Company, donated
hundreds of dollars of food to the cause. In
2014, Winnipeggers of many faiths (including
four mayoral candidates), joined together to
contribute.

Many young people lose their synagogue con-
nections right after Bar or Bat Mitzvah. They
don’t see adults embodying values that they
learned during that required tzedakah pro-
ject…in fact they see the opposite: big parties
which prioritize lavish spending and grown-ups
who aren’t modelling working for ‘tzedek’ or
social justice.

Shouldn’t our congregations be a hotbed of
activity - a place to think about positive change,
inspired by Torah? Tikkun Olam is about fixing
the world–how are we going to do it?

Joanne Seiff is the author of two books and
works as a freelance writer, editor, designer and
educator. See more of her work on her blog:
www.joanneseiff.blogspot.com and check out
her designs on Ravelry.com. 

Young people are interested in social justice...Let’s engage them

By

JOANNE SEIFF

 

 
Manager, Program Department  

 
The Rady JCC has an exciting opportunity for an experienced, creative and self-motivated professional to grow our 
cultural arts, community engagement and Jewish life programs.  This position will: 
 

• Create multi-faceted and innovative programs that will enhance the cultural identify of our members and the 
community 
 

• Plan, develop and implement Jewish formal and informal educational programs for target populations 
 

• Be responsible for overseeing the implementation of innovative and comprehensive programming for our 
adult, active adult and senior program areas 

 

• Develop, coordinate, administer and evaluate high quality cultural arts/Jewish life events and programs 
 

• Develop and manage budgets; supervise staff and volunteers 
 

• Identify new funding sources and prepare grant proposals 
 

The ideal candidate brings: 
 

• Demonstrated experience of practices and procedures for planning, implementing and managing performers, 
speakers, authors, media and others associated with the delivery of cultural arts programs 
 

• Strong knowledge of the Jewish community, culture and traditions 
 

• Exceptional marketing and communication skills 
 

• Highly detail-orientated experience in the ability to plan, organize and implement programs and services 
 

• Relevant post-secondary education and a minimum of  five years’ experience preferably in  Judaic/arts 
programming 

 

• Excellent writing and communication skills 
 

• Experience supervising staff and volunteers 
 

This position is full-time with occasional weekend and evening commitments. 
 

Interested individuals are invited to submit their resumes with salary expectations by May 8, 2015 to: 
 

Assistant Executive Director 
Rose and Max Rady Jewish Community Centre 
B100-123 Doncaster Street 
Winnipeg, MB R3N 2B3 
Fax: (204) 477-7530 
Or email your application to Radyhr@radyjcc.com 

 
We thank all applicants who apply; however only those selected for further consideration will be contacted. 
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Going to the UN Human Rights Council in
Geneva means wandering into an alternative uni-
verse.  Everywhere else, people are concerned
about a wide variety of human rights issues.  In
Geneva, at the UN Human Rights Council, the
concern is primarily Israel.  

When the Council began in 2006 the focus was
only Israel, to the exclusion of every other coun-
try.  Now there are other countries which attract

the attention of the Council. But by any measure - whether it be the num-
ber of resolutions, special sessions or studies, or extremes of language -
Israel leads the attention of the Council hands down. Israel is the only
country with a special rapporteur whose mandate is indefinite and the only
country with a dedicated agenda item.   The Council in its March 2015 ses-
sion, which ended Friday March 27th, passed four resolutions on Israel and
four resolutions on the human rights situation in the rest of the world – in
Iran, North Korean, Myanmar (Burma) and Syria. 

For this odd result, the blame lies in large part with the structure of the
Council.  The Council, which was established by the UN General
Assembly, consists of only 47 states, with regional blocs.  The Asian and
African blocs are 13 states each. Their combination, 26 states, forms a
majority of the Council. Though there is a one third turnover in member-
ship every year, a constant has been that the Organization of Islamic
Cooperation (OIC) has formed a majority of the combined Asian and
African blocs.  

Moreover, the OIC, on all matters relating to Israel, defers to the
Palestinian Authority. The UN Human Rights Council is, in effect, con-
trolled by a non-state entity whose primary focus is demonizing Israel. 

A handful of democratic states have nothing to do with the anti-Zionism
of the automatic majority.  Most democratic states though have become fel-
low travellers in the corruption of the UN Human Rights Council.  Why is
this happening?  

I was part of a B’nai Brith International delegation to the United Nations
Human Rights Council in Geneva the week of March 8th to 13th.  Our del-
egation consisted of 24 different people from 9 countries who met with rep-
resentatives of 39 states.   Everywhere our message to those democratic
states who went along with the anti-Israel distortion of the Council was the
same: do not contribute to the piling up on Israel.  The diplomats in
response gave a wide variety of justifications for the behaviour of their
governments. 

We heard that states speak on the agenda item dedicated to Israel because
they need to respect the Council agenda. Yet, an agenda item provides an
opportunity to speak, not an obligation to speak.

We heard that the Palestinians in Geneva present their agenda as an alter-

native to violence in Israel, the West Bank and Gaza. Yet, the only way to
stop a bully is to stand up to him.  

We heard that the Security Council does not address adequately the con-
flict between Israel and the Palestinians. Yet, forum shopping should be
discouraged.

We heard that Israel has not been engaged with existing UN mechanisms
investigating claims of human rights violations by Israel. Yet, there is good
reason for Israeli non-engagement, bias in the mandates of the mecha-
nisms. 

We heard that Israel has a much stronger military than the Palestinian
Authority and the UN Human Rights Council can help to redress the imbal-
ance. Yet, if one considers the Middle East region or the planet, it is Israel
that is the underdog.

We heard that the excessive focus on Israel is not as bad as before.  Yet,
doing less of something wrong is not the same as stopping wrongful activ-
ity. 

We heard that the obsession with Israel is the result of the structure of
Human Rights Council and that all the democratic states can do is negoti-
ate damage limitation in exchange for support for the negotiated result. Yet,
support of democratic states for repugnant resolutions, reports, sessions
and mandates is too high a price to pay for making all these devices mar-
ginally less awful.

Theodor Herzl argued in his pioneering 1896 pamphlet “The Jewish
State” that the advent of the Jewish state “would put an end to anti-
semitism.”  But, just the opposite has happened.  The Jewish state has come
to be treated like the Jewish people.  Israel has become the Jew amongst
nations - outcast, defamed and demonized. Nowhere is this more evident
than at the UN Human Rights Council.

....................................................................................................................
......David Matas is an international human rights lawyer based in
Winnipeg, Manitoba Canada.  He is senior honorary counsel to B’nai Brith
Canada.
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David Matas reports on how the UN Human Rights Council 
ganged up on Israel - yet again, this past March

By

DAVID MATAS

Survey: Jews, Buddhists are biggest
U.S. supporters of gay marriage

NEW YORK (JTA) – Jews are overwhelmingly supportive of same-
sex marriage, according to a new survey by the Public Religion Research
Institute.

Of the 724 Jews surveyed, 47 percent said they strongly favor allowing
same-sex couples to marry legally and 30 percent said they favor it. Nine
percent of respondents said they oppose gay marriage, and the same per-
centage said they strongly oppose it.

The survey, which had its results released on Wednesday, drew on
40,000 interviews
among a random
sample of Americans
from April 2014 to
early January 2015.

After Buddhists,
Jews were more like-
ly than any other
religious group to
support gay mar-
riage. Among the
survey respondents,
84 percent of
Buddhists favored
gay marriage, fol-
lowed by Jews and
the religiously unaf-
filiated, 77 percent;
mainline Protestants
( P r e s b y t e r i a n s ,
E p i s c o p a l i a n s ,
Unitarians), 62 per-
cent; and Catholics,
61 percent.

Those opposed to
gay marriage out-
numbered supporters
among Jehovah’s
Witnesses, with 75
percent opposed;
Mormons, 68 per-
cent; and white
evangelicals, 66 per-
cent.



While the majority of Winnipeg’s Jews now
reside in the city’s south end, not so long ago, the
community’s hub was situated in the north end.
With Yiddish as the principle language, Jewish
businesses could be found on many corners, as
could a plethora of kosher butcher shops and
synagogues. 

Since then, many Jews and Jewish-owned
establishments have either moved south or

closed down entirely.  Meanwhile, most of the north end buildings have
been rebuilt or redesigned, while a few have been preserved largely as they
existed years ago.

A new walk is now setting out to showcase this intriguing history. This
coming Sunday, May 3, you will have the opportunity to participate in a
tour that will take participants on a short trip through the old north end. The
walk will start from the old C.P.R. station (181 Higgins), beginning at 11
am.

The walk is the brainchild of Zach Fleisher (22), history buff and
University of Winnipeg (U of W) student, who also works as the chairper-
son for the Canadian Federation of Students.  Fleisher says he enjoys work-
ing on other projects with the aim of making Winnipeg a better place in his
spare time. 

“I’ve always found myself enamoured with the work of famous
American-Canadian urbanist, Jane Jacobs, (hence the name “Jane’s
Walk”),” said Fleisher.  “And, I’ve always been interested in how we build
and define community.  

“In that spirit, I’m quite interested in the history of Winnipeg and the
Jewish population, especially the north end area.” 

According to the Jane’s Walk website, “Jane’s Walk is a movement of
free, citizen-led walking tours inspired by Jane Jacobs.  The walks get peo-
ple to tell stories about their communities, explore their cities, and connect
with neighbours.” 

Fleisher attended a few Jane’s Walks last year and has informally given
tours of different areas for a friend of his, Nicholas Audette, who suggest-
ed he get involved with the movement in a more formal way. 

No one registers or signs up ahead of time to participate in Jane’s Walks,
as walks are designed to be informative and thought-provoking.  Generally,
anywhere from 10-to-100 people attend.

. 
“At its peak, it’s believed that over 15,000 Jews – primarily from the

Ukraine, Poland, and Russia – called the north end home,” said Fleisher. 
While the area has not seen a significant Jewish population in genera-

tions, the many buildings and sites that were historically relevant remain,
along with a number of key cultural institutions. 

The walk Fleisher is leading will take participants along these paths,
leaving from the old train station and taking in parks, synagogues, cultural
halls, and small businesses.  

Participants will learn about the historical connections to progressive pol-
itics and European culinary delicacies, while also taking in the walkable
and tight-knit urban geography of what was once a 20th century haven for
European newcomers.

“The north end has a rich tradition that continues today,” said Fleisher.
“Along with the times, the type of community has changed.  While the
Jewish north end may be a memory of years past, it’s important to recog-
nize the heritage of the area. 

“Hopefully people can take that knowledge with them the next time they
traverse across the area.  The walk should take no more than an hour, but
we’d be glad to accommodate any additional excursions people might want
to take us on.”

Two locations that Fleisher is particularly excited to show people are the
Chesed Shel Emes (the Jewish funeral home on Main St) and the
Ashkenazie Synagogue (on Burrows and Charles).  Both buildings are
architecturally unique and have a lot of historic significance.

“I’m received a bit of positive feedback around attendance, but there is
no need to RSVP,” said Fleisher.  “That’s what makes a Jane’s Walk so
unique – the lack of commitment and organized structure that culminates
in a strong sense of community.

“I think a lot of people know that the north end carries a lot of history, but
they are always interested in hearing a bit more about the area and its
unique history.”

For more information, visit
http://janeswalk.org/canada/winnipeg/jewish-
winnipeg-historical-north-end-perspective/.
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Let us cater your home or office parties...
Sample trays (meat or dairy):

• Canneloni • Manicotti
• Pasta al Forno • Gnocchi
• Tortellini (with tomato or cream sauce)
• Salads (Tossed, Italian, Paradise,   

Cheese, Feta or Caesar)
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Authority,
w h i c h
serves the
San Diego

area, with 50 million gallons of water per day.
“It’s a carbon footprint, but the technology is

advanced enough that the cost of the process is
lower than it used to be,” said Fredi Lokiec, IDE’s
former executive vice president of special projects.
“The environmental damage done because of a
lack of ability to provide water to residents and
agriculture because of the drought, because of
overdrawing of groundwater, also has a price.”

3. Israelis irrigate through pinpricks in hoses, not
by flooding.

No innovation has been more important for
Israel’s desert farms than drip irrigation. Most of
the world’s farmers water their crops by flooding
their fields with sprinklers or hoses, often wasting
water as they go. With drip irrigation, a process
pioneered in Israel 50 years ago, water seeps
directly into the ground through tiny pinpricks in
hoses, avoiding water loss through evaporation.

Four-fifths of all water used in California goes to
agriculture, and California’s farmers have been
draining the state’s groundwater as rain has
stopped falling. But as of 2010,  of California’s
farms used drip irrigation, according to the
Sacramento Bee.

Netafim, a leading Israeli drip-irrigation compa-
ny, says the practice cuts water use by up to half.
Netafim spokeswoman Helene Gordon told JTA
that 90 percent of Israeli farms use drip irrigation.

“It can’t be that there’s such a huge water short-
age, and they’re talking about a shortage of drink-
ing water, and on the other hand they pour huge
amounts of water into the ocean that could be used
for agriculture,” said Avraham Israeli, president of
the Israel Water Association, which advises Israeli
water companies on technology development.

4. Israel’s government owns all of the country’s
water.

Israel treats water as a scarce national resource.
The government controls the country’s entire water
supply, charging citizens, factories and farmers for
water use. Residents pay about one cent per gallon,

while farmers pay about a quarter of that.
In California, though, many farms drill from pri-

vate wells on their property, drawing groundwater
as rain has thinned. Some have even begun selling
water to the state. State regulations to limit ground-
water use, signed last year, won’t be formulated
until 2020.

“Technology is not good enough,” said Eilon
Adar, director of Ben-Gurion University’s
Zuckerberg Institute for Water Research. “You
have to change some of the regulation. You have to
impose more limitations on water. California’s
local consumers have to give up some of their
rights.”

Adar and Israeli, however, both noted that adopt-
ing Israeli-style regulations in California would be
near impossible, as some of California’s water
rights holdings are more than a century old.

5. Water conservation is drilled into Israeli cul-
ture.

When an  in 2008 showing a woman whose body
crumbled to dust because of that year’s water
shortage, a parody Facebook group suggested skin
lotion. But the ad was just the latest iteration of an
Israeli ethos to save water wherever possible.

Kids are taught to turn off faucets and limit
shower time. Israelis celebrate rain - at least at first
- rather than lamenting it. Lake Kinneret’s daily
surface level shows up alongside weather reports
in the paper.

In 2008, at the height of a decade-long drought,
Avraham Israeli, the Israel Water Association pres-
ident, dried out his lawn and replaced it with a
porch to save water.

Israelis’ close attention to rainfall and drought
comes from an education and culture that teaches
them the importance of every drop in an arid
region. With no end in sight for California’s
drought, Adar said Californians would do well to
adopt a similar attitude.

“You take an 8-year-old boy, you pump into their
head that they have to save water as a scarce
national resource,” he said. “In 10 years’ time,
they’re 18 years old and they get it. It’s in their
blood.”

California’s drought
Continued from page 9.

“Jane’s Walk” to take place in old Jewish north end sites this coming Sunday

By

REBECA  KUROPATWA



The I.L. Peretz Folk School Endowment Trust and the Rady Jewish
Community Centre are proud and excited to announce that the 7th

Mameloshen: Festival of Yiddish Entertainment and Culture will be held at
the Muriel Richardson Auditorium located in the Winnipeg Art Gallery on
June 22, 24 and 29, 2015.

“The I.L. Peretz Folk School Endowment Trust is proud to bring to so
much joy to Winnipeg audiences with the 7th Mameloshen Festival” noted
Laurie Mainster, co-producer of Mameloshen. 

Monday, June 22
The Maslowsky Family’s Yiddishe Concert

The Festival opens with The Maslowsky Family’s Yiddishe Concert.
One of the great musical families of the fabled North End reunites on stage
for Mameloshen 2015. Debbie and Jerry Maslowsky bring alive their spe-
cial take on Yiddish hits from their decades long repertoire. Jerry has per-

formed for over 50 years throughout the city. He spent 18 years with the
Sara Sommer Chai Folk Ensemble and performed in over 100 shows at the
Hollow Mug Dinner theatre. Debbie began performing with the Chai Folk
Ensemble and later as a professional actor with Rainbow Stage, Winnipeg
Jewish Theatre and the Manitoba Theatre Centre – most recently as a lead
in their production of Cabaret. Debbie was last seen on the Mameloshen
stage in The Barry Sisters and last summer she was inducted onto the
Rainbow Stage Wall of Fame.

Gray Academy Students 
Back by popular demand, the Gray Academy of Jewish Education

Yiddish Choir will open for the Maslowsky Family. They are sure to daz-
zle the audience for their seventh appearance at Mameloshen.

Wednesday, June 24
MIR TROGN A GEZANG - We Carry a Song

A Tribute to Chana Mlotek z”l by her son
Zalmen Mlotek and Her Grandchildren

A musical tribute to the late Yiddish folklorist
and song anthologist Chana Mlotek whom Isaac
Bashevis Singer described as the Sherlock
Holmes of Yiddish song. Chana devoted her life
to the preservation of Yiddish songs that
expressed the emotions, dreams and struggles of
the Yiddish speaking populations of Eastern
Europe over ten centuries, as well as of those
masses who migrated to the far corners of the
earth bringing their cultural treasures with them.
The concert is performed by the internationally
renowned performer and authority in the realm
of Yiddish music, Zalmen Mlotek, Chana’s son.
He is joined by his sons, Avram Mlotek and
Elisha Mlotek, who have grown up performing
the music preserved and published by their
grandmother, and have embarked on unique life
journeys inspired by their cultural and spiritual
identities. Each has performed in Yiddish the-
atre, and in many concerts to preserve their fam-
ily legacy. In this concert the grandchildren
explain and contextualize the musical gems that
Chana unearthed, and perform them with heart
and soul. They are the newest link of the
Goldene Keyt - the golden chain of Yiddish cul-
tural continuity.

Monday, June 29
Theresa Tova and Matt Herskowitz
The Yiddish Diva is Coming to Winnipeg with
an Evening of Yiddish Song.

Theresa Tova and virtuoso composer/ pianist
Matt Herskowitz combine Tova’s love of
Yiddish (her mameloshn) with Matt’s unique
approach to classical music. A sultry voiced
singer who has embraced Yiddish song, together
they have modernized it and incorporated it into
classy and emotionally heartfelt concerts. Tova
tours the world as a ‘Yiddish Diva”, playing to
multicultural crowds at intimate and prestigious
venues in Toronto, Montreal, Paris,
Luxembourg, Argentina, Germany, Poland, and
New York, to name a few. Tova’s three CD’s
Telling Stories, Tova Live at the Top O’ The
Senator and You Ask Me Why Tova Sings Beyle,
have won rave reviews. Matt Herskowitz has
carved out a unique and personal voice in music.
Over the course of the last decade, Matt has pro-
duced a series of critically-acclaimed record-
ings, premiered his works in settings from New
York’s Central Park to Germany’s Köln
Philharmonic, collaborated with top classical,
jazz and pop artists, and has performed at music
festivals across the globe. 

“The Rady JCC is pleased to be working with
the I.L. Peretz Folk School Endowment Trust in
presenting again this wonderful series which
plays an integral role in preserving the place
that Yiddish has in our community” said Tamar
Barr, Rady JCC Assistant Executive Director. 

Tickets go on sale as of May 13, 2015. Please
contact the Rady Jewish Community Centre at
(204) 477-7510 or on-line at www.radyjcc.com. 
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TICKETS & FESTIVAL PACKAGE
Rady Jewish Community Centre  

204-477-7510 I www.radyjcc.com
All performances at the Muriel Richardson Auditorium, 

Winnipeg Art Gallery, 330 Memorial Blvd.

Transportation is available for seniors for a nominal charge.
Please arrange for transportation when ordering tickets.

Transportation supported by The Daniel Tallman Fund at the Jewish Foundation of Manitoba.

$55 All Three
Events for One
Special Price.

SPECIAL PACKAGE PRICE

Monday, June 29 7:30 p.m. 

Theresa Tova 
and Matt Herskowitz

The Yiddish Diva is coming to Winnipeg 
with an evening of Yiddish Song.

Wednesday, June 24 7:30 p.m.
The National Yiddish Theater – Folksbiene presents

MIR TROGN A GEZANG
- We Carry a Song

A tribute to Chana Mlotek z”l by her son 
Zalmen Mlotek and her grandchildren

$20
Jerry
Maslowsky

Debbie
Maslowsky

Zalmen Mlotek

$27

Theresa Tova

TICKETS

ON SALE MAY 13

Monday, June22 7:30 p.m.

The Maslowsky 
Family’s 

Yiddishe Concert
One of the great musical families of 

the fabled North End reunites on stage 
for Mameloshen 2015.

Gray Academy Students
Return to the Mameloshen Festival stage 

to perform classic Yiddish songs

$27

I.L. PERETZ FOLK SCHOOL
ENDOWMENT TRUST

Celebrate Yiddish in Winnipeg!
The I.L. Peretz Folk School Endowment Trust and the Rady JCC

Announce 7th Mameloshen Festival 



By BERNIE BELLAN
You may have read Bartley Kives’s tantalizing

piece about delis, which appeared in a March issue of
the Free Press. That article spoke of the revived pop-
ularity of traditional Ashkenazi Jewish foods in a
number of local eateries, including Bernstein’s Deli
and the Tallest Poppie, but the primary focus was on
a brand new deli: Sherbrook Street Delicatessen.

Open since the middle of March, Sherbrook Street
Delicatessen has been eliciting rave reviews from
patrons – as well as Bartley Kives. I’ve been asked
more than a few times whether I had been there yet.
In fact, I was there a couple of weeks before Passover
and saw for myself how busy the place was. (I was
there as a guest of the deli, which is a disclaimer I
should add before I write about how great the food
was.)

But, rather than talk about how various dishes tast-
ed - I only had the chopped liver platter, which was
terrific, so anything else I might write about other
items on the menu would be based on what I was told by others – I thought
it might be more interesting to describe how this particular deli came into
being.

Recently I sat down with 29-year-old owner Jon Hochman one morning
shortly after the deli opened its doors (at 10 a.m. – which is the opening time
every day of the week) and asked Jon what got him into the deli business in
the first place.

Hochman noted that his “earliest memories of his grandfathers – both of
them” (Saul Hochman on his father Gerry’s side, and Irv Katz on his moth-
er Arlene’s side), “there’s very much a deli influence”.

For instance, he says that his grandfather Saul Hochman was especially
fond of such staples as Smith’s corned beef and salami, along with chopped
liver, as well as Elman’s pickles. Jon fondly recalls visiting his grandfather
Saturday afternoons in his Wellington Crescent condo and going to the north
end to pick up some of those foods, as well as rye bread from City Bread,
before driving out to Lockport for some fishing.

“As I got older I really got into cooking,” Hochman explains. “By the time
I was 12 years old I had created ‘Saul’s Deli’ ” in the family kitchen, he adds.
“It’s really quite funny because the menu is quite similar to what this is”
(pointing to the Sherbrook Street Delicatessen menu).

“Over the years I got involved working in the kitchen at BB Camp and
other kitchens in the city, taking culinary arts at Red River. I always wanted
to open a deli. Whenever I had days off I was going to Bernstein’s.”

Hochman explains that he learned about other traditional dishes from his
grandparents on his mother’s side, Irv and Florence Katz. “My bubbie
Florence was the one who introduced me to gizzards and farfel,” he notes.

Yet, as much as he still loves the “comfort foods” with which he grew up
– corned beef, salami, and chopped liver being his favourites, Hochman
admits that making those foods is very “labour intensive”. Notwithstanding
the time and effort it takes to make traditional Jewish dishes, however, he
says that practically everything served at Sherbrook Street is made from
scratch. “It’s a real labour of love,” Hochman adds.

He explains that the deli actually has two kitchens: the serving kitchen on
site and a production kitchen located on the 29th floor of Fort Garry Place.
The Fort Garry Place connection comes from Hochman’s association with
prominent restauranteur Noel Bernier. Among the seven restaurants Bernier
operates, one of them, “Prairie 360”, is situated on the 30th floor of Fort Garry
Place. “He (Bernier) had an extra kitchen so it works out quite well”,
although he notes that none of the Prairie 360 staff is involved in his kitchen.

“We have two chefs there full time,” Hochman explains. “We make our
salami, our corned beef there. We make our turkey, our lox, our cole slaw,
the salads. The only thing we’re not making there is our bread because we
could never make anything as good as City Bread rye bread.”

I note that the wood tables and the long counter are very reminiscent of
Schwartz’s Deli in Montreal and New York style delis. Hochman explains
that when he opened his first restaurant, Fitzroy, which was also at the same
location, “the beauty was that subconsciously I was also designing a deli”.
Sherbrook Street Delicatessen, he notes, is “exactly the same. The only thing
different,” he says, “is that we’ve hung up these pictures”, pointing to the
gallery of photographs on the wall that are reminiscent of the late, lamented
Kelekis Restaurant.

Another connection Hochman has to the food business is through his
grandfather Saul’s cousins, Ben and Sam Hochman, who used to operate the
Oasis Delicatessen on Main Street. The cole slaw recipe, he says, comes
from Sam – “who’s helped me out a great deal here”, he adds.

I ask Hochman about the menu, which features a number of sandwiches
named for various individuals, including his two grandfathers, along with
Jim Pappas (of Kelekis’s), Earl Barish, and the late Izzy Asper. (Each of
those sandwiches is a favourite or was a favourite of the person for whom it’s
named.)

In addition to being able to order sandwich platters, diners can order indi-
vidual sandwiches in 100 gram increments. Sandwiches include: corned

beef, salami, chopped liver, smoked meat, pickled
tongue, turkey breast, and lox. There are all the usual
side dishes, soups, and salads that you would expect to
find in any typical Jewish deli. Hochman adds that they
also make their own bagels. (The bagels, he says, are
Montreal style: “boiled in honey water, baked, crusted in
poppy seeds or sesame seeds – and a little bit of salt.”)

If you’re looking for a fuller meal, the deli also serves
different entrées, including short ribs, liver and onions,
chicken schnitzel, rib eye steak, and roast chicken.

Sherbrook Street Delicatessen is also licensed and sells
beer and wine. 

One of the problems that almost any restaurant
encounters is trying to keep up with customer demand
when things get really busy. Naturally, Hochman isn’t
about to complain about the tremendous reception his
deli has received thus far, but he says that he’s taken
steps to insure that customers receive their food in a
timely manner no matter how busy it gets.

“Our kitchen staff is sitting at 18 right now,” he notes.
At times though, demand for certain dishes has been running so high that he
has to approach certain tables and explain that they’re sold out of some foods.
One Saturday morning, Hochman says, “between 10 and 11:30 we were sell-
ing nothing but lox and bagels. We basically ran out of our entire supply of
lox” for the rest of the day.

While business has been great thus far, Hochman anticipates that things
will get even busier as the weather gets warmer – and Sherbrook Street
becomes even more popular than it already is. (What with Stella’s Bakery sit-
uated next door and the Tallest Poppie now relocated to a spot across the
street, all at the corner of Sherbrook and Westminster, this is now one very
busy area for diners.)

Quite soon the deli will also be operating a food truck, which will serve as
a sort of “pop-up second location” – not on Broadway, however, Hochman
says.

Sherbrook Street Delicatessen is open every day of the week, from 10 a.m.
– 8 p.m.

Sherbrook Street Delicatessen packing ‘em in
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Honouring Award Recipient and Guest Speaker

Mr. Robbie Waisman
Robbie Waisman was born in Skarzysko, Poland, in 1931, the youngest of 
six children. Only he and his sister, Leah Fox, survived the Holocaust. At 
13, he was one of the youngest prisoners in Buchenwald concentration 
camp. In response to Holocaust deniers, in the 1970s, Mr. Waisman 
began to share his story with thousands of students each year. He is a 
current member and former president of the Board of the Vancouver 
Holocaust Education Centre. In 2014, he received the Governor 
General’s Caring Canadian Award. He is an Honorary Witness 
of the Truth and Reconciliation Commission of Canada. 
Mr. Waisman will be introduced at the dinner by the 
Honourable Justice Murray Sinclair, chair of the 
Truth and Reconciliation Commission.

Presenté par the Arthur V. Mauro Centre for Peace and Justice  
at St. Paul’s College Presents  

4th Annual Dr. Philip Weiss Award for  
Storytelling for Peace and Human Rights 
Dinner and Presentation 
Tuesday, May 5, 2015

Qualico Family Centre, Assiniboine Park
Tickets: $100 / Tables: $750 for a seating of 8 
Students/Participating WISF Storytellers: $50

Tickets available through Ms. Fiala Tang 
204-480-1445, storytellingfestival@umanitoba.ca

JON HOCHMAN of 
Sherbrook Street Delicatessen
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OBITUARIES
Obituaries, Unveilings and In Memoriams, $8 per
column inch. Extra charge for photo $15.
Payment may be made over phone, with Visa or
Mastercard.
Please e-mail obituaries to jewishp@mymts.net
All obituaries in The Jewish Post & News are

also posted to our website at
http://www.jewishpostandnews.ca.

There is no extra charge for this service.
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JOYCE MERIAM (TREPEL) LAZER
Joyce Meriam (Trepel)

Lazer of Boca Raton,
Florida and East Lansing,
Michigan, passed away
peacefully on April 19th
at her Florida home, after
a lengthy illness.

Joyce was born on Sep-
tember 15, 1932, to a
musical family in Winni-
peg, Canada. A gifted pi-
anist, Joyce was the win-
ner of many competitions,

and she also excelled as a student, winning the prestig-
ious Governor General’s Medal. Joyce gave up a
promising piano career to study philosophy at the
University of Manitoba, where she graduated with top
honors and met her husband of 61 years, William, an
assistant professor.

After relocating to East Lansing, Joyce became in-
volved in a variety of artistic programs, with a special
interest in classical music. As a volunteer, she mentored
students and spouses from many countries who were at
Michigan State University, where Bill was a professor.
Joyce served as an advisor to the Spartan Woman’s
League, was a member of The Executive Board of the
Women’s Auxiliary of the Lansing Symphony Asso-
ciation, and devoted time to her passion for invest-
ments.

However, the majority of Joyce’s time was devoted
to her family, encouraging and supporting her son
Randy, and daughter Simone in their creative endeavors,
while inspiring Bill in his. Joyce was so actively
involved in Bill’s global assignments that she was
often referred to as a Goodwill Ambassador. They
didn’t “retire” to Florida, instead, when the Governor
requested that Bill accept an Eminent Scholar Chair at
Florida Atlantic University, Joyce wasn’t necessarily
opposed to the idea of an additional residence ... in the
winter time! She truly lived her philosophy – “try to do
something nice for someone every day”.

Joyce was a loving wife, mother, sister, & friend, and
leaves behind her beloved Bill, son Randy, daughter
Simone, sister Shirley Senofsky, and extended family,
along with so many who adored her. She was preceded
in death by sisters Freda Kaufmann, & Anne Smithen,
along with parents Leya & Elia Trepel.

Those who knew Joyce would not be surprised by her
wishes for a private family service, (which will take
place in Boca on April 28th ) and scattering at sea.
Because Joyce was a most generous spirit, the family’s
wishes are that donations made on Joyce’s behalf go to
a charity of choice, or The Dr. William and Mrs. Joyce
Lazer Endowed Fund, The School of Hospitality Busi-
ness, Michigan State University, 654 North Shaw
Lane, East Lansing, Michigan 48824. One can also
donate by paying forward Joyce’s philosophy of doing
something nice for someone daily.

ETTA HYMAN
Etta Hyman passed

away peacefully on
March 15, 2015 at the
Victoria General Hospi-
tal with her family by her
side. Etta was prede-
ceased by her husband of
64 years Harold Hyman,
two sisters, three broth-
ers and her parents.

Etta is survived by her son Jack Hyman (Carol),
daughter Debbie Silverman (Morley), grandchildren
Erin and Matthew Hyman, and Blake McCrady
(Michelle) and great-grandchildren Nathan and Maggie.

Etta was born in Regina, Saskatchewan on April 27,
1921 and spent the next 25 years in Regina, graduating
from Central High School and working in her father’s
ladies wear store when the “boys” were overseas dur-
ing the War.

Etta and Harold moved to Winnipeg as Harold con-
tinued his journalism career. Etta focused on managing
the home front raising two children and being active in
the Herzlia Synagogue. Etta enjoyed cooking, baking
and preparing the house for all the Jewish Holidays and
family gatherings. She spent much time with her great-
est passion painting; spending many days at the Forum
Art School; and today many of her paintings hang in
her children’s, and close friends’ homes.

Etta loved to travel with her husband. Many of their
trips were with family members.

Etta enjoyed spending time with her children and
grandchildren. It would not be unusual to find the
family spending time with her. She was always inter-
ested in their lives and it was always interesting to
listen to her and her adventures. She was gracious,
generous, and always had a smile for all.

Special thanks to her special friends and companions
in the last years, especially Anne and Heather and all
the nurses, healthcare aids and staff at the Simkin
Centre Weinberg 3, Dr. Penner and all the nursing staff
on the 5th floor at the Victoria General Hospital who
especially helped Mom and our family during her last
week of life.

A special thank you to Shaarey Zedek Synagogue
and Rabbi Green for all his help.

Mom was always the lady
and we will miss her so very much.

Donations, if desired, may go to the Alzheimer’s
Society, Jewish Foundation of Manitoba, or a charity
of your choice.

RIVKA
SHKOLNIK

who passed away
May 15, 1987

16 Days in Iyar

BORUCH
SHKOLNIK

who passed away
May 4, 1983

22 Days in Iyar

In loving memory of

In Memoriam

— Sadly missed and ever remembered by their loving daughter,
grandchildren and great-grandchildren.

In Memoriam
13th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

CECIL DAVIS
who passed away

April 24, 2002
12 day Iyar 5762

— Always remembered and
sadly missed by his loving
children, grandchildren,
family and friends

In Memoriam
5th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

LESLIE ANN
LEVY (COREY)

who passed away
April 26, 2010
13 days in Iyar

— A gentle, kind and beautiful
young woman; sadly missed
by her husband Jeff, son
Matthew, parents Nancy and
Barry, sister and family –
Janis, Yoel, Shoshana and
Miriam Berznoger,  family and
friends.

In loving memory of

ABRAHAM
(ALLEN)
STAJER

who passed away
May 6, 2004

15 Days in Iyar, 5764
Always in our thoughts
Forever in our hearts
— Lovingly remembered and
missed by your daughter Terry
and son-in-law Jack.

In Memoriam
11th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

MORRIS MUTTNER
who passed away

April 24, 2002
12th Day in Iyar

— Ever remembered and sadly missed by your children and
grandchildren.

In Memoriam
13th Yahrzeit

BETTY MUTTNER
June 9, 2002

29th Day in Sivan

In loving memory of

CLAIRE
POSNER
who passed away

May 21, 2011
17 Days in Iyar

— Always remembered and
sadly missed by her children
and grandchildren.

In Memoriam
4th Yahrzeit
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MEMORIAMS
WEEK OF

MAY  6

In Memoriam

ROSE LEVINE
who passed away

May 25, 2009
— Forever loved and sadly missed by their children,  grandchildren
and great-grandchildren.

PINCHAS LEVINE
who passed away

April 26, 2014

In loving memory of

In Memoriam
10th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

BEN POTASH
who passed away

May 22, 2005
13 Days in Iyar

— Sadly missed by his
wife Sara, children and
grandchildren.

In Memoriam

In memory of

JOSEPH
RIESENBACH

who passed away
April 25, 2013
15 days in Iyar

On this the second anniversary
of your passing, we stand with
broken hearts.
Still reeling with the void you
left in our lives.
We will always cherish your
memory and the love we shared.
— Your wife, children and
grandchildren.

In Memoriam
14th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

MORRIS
SCHWARTZ

who passed away
May 6, 2001

13 Days in Iyar
A kind and gentle man
Always in our thoughts.
— Forever remembered and
sadly missed by your children,
grandchildren and family.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

MANUEL
SILVERMAN

who passed away
May 16, 2011
12 Iyar 5771

— Always remembered and
sadly missed by his loving
children, grandchildren and
great-grandchildren.

In loving memory of

MOLLY VINSKY
who passed away

May 18, 1978
11 days in Iyar

— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by her children and
grandchildren.

In Memoriam In Memoriam

In loving memory of

ETTIE COHEN
who passed away

May 11, 2001
18 Days in Iyar

—  Always remembered and
sadly missed by her children
and grandchildren.

DR. JOSEPH H.
CRUST

who passed away
May 11, 1985

20 Days in Iyar

In Memoriam
30th Yahrzeit 4th Yahrzeit

DOROTHY
CRUST

who passed away
February 11, 2011

7 Days in Adar

In loving memory of

— Always remembered and sadly missed by their loving  children,
grandchildren, great-grandchildren and friends.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

BESSIE
FAIMAN

who passed away
May 14, 1998

18 Days in Iyar
— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by her children,
grandchildren and great-
grandchildren.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

HARRY GOOT
who passed away

May 27, 1954
24 Days in Iyar

— Ever remembered by Fran,
Bev and families.

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

JACK
(ISADORE)

LABOVITCH
who passed away
May 21st, 2006

23rd Day in Iyar
— Always remembered &
sadly missed by his brothers
Max and Irvin, nieces and
nephews.

9th Yahrzeit

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

JACOB
LEINBURD

who passed away
May 21, 1987

22 Days in Iyar
Our hearts still ache with the
pain of your leaving
The tears are silent…
But you will forever be
Remembered by your loving
wife Betty, children Paul, Sorel
and Judy, grandchildren
Lauren, Cole, Jacob, and Noah,
brother Joseph and family.

In Memoriam
In loving memory of our dear

father and grandfather

MAX
SCHWARTZ

who passed away
May 4, 1983

21 Days in Iyar
— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by his children and
grandchildren.

In Memoriam
10th Yahrzeit

In loving memory of

MORRIS
SWARTZ
who passed away

May 27, 2005
18 days in Iyar

— Ever remembered and sadly
missed by his children,
grandchildren and great-
grandchildren.

OSCAR
WEINSTEIN

who passed away
September 24, 1992

26 Days in Elul

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

8th Yahrzeit

ESTHER
WEINSTEIN

who passed away
May 6, 2007

18 days in Iyar
— Always remembered and sadly missed by their loving children
and grandchildren.

23rd Yahrzeit

In Memoriam

In loving memory of

RACHEL
GLOBERMAN

who passed away
May 16, 1965

14 Days in Iyar, 5725
— Always remembered and
sadly missed by her children,
grandchildren and great-
grandchildren.



By MYRON LOVE
I must admit that it was a bit incongruous to be hearing a devout

Christian choir lustily singing well known and popular Hebrew songs such
as “Am Israel Chai” and “Oseh Shalom”.  But, the member s of Bridges for
Peace are also devout supporters of Israel and the Jewish People in our tra-
ditional homeland.

Thus, it was appropriate that the local branch of the international
Christian Zionist organization held its annual fundraising banquet on Yom
Ha’atzmaut – Israel’s Independence Day.

About 200 people, including several members of our Jewish community,
attending the evening hosted by Gateway Church in East Kildonan, were
treated to a humdinger of a speech by Reverend Dr. Cheryl Hauer, Bridges
For Peace’s Jerusalem-based Director of International Development.

Hauer first noted the juxtaposition in Israel of Yom Ha’atzmaut follow-
ing the day after Yom Hazikaron – Israel’s Remembrance day.  “The two
days represent a combination of triumph and tragedy, pain and persis-
tence,” she pointed out.  “Yom Hazikaron is a solemn day.  All Israelis stop
wherever they are to observe a national moment of silence.  Television pro-
gramming all day is focused on the fallen – the 23,000 Israelis who have
died in war or as a result of terrorist attacks.

“Then, at midnight, the music begins to blare, the tears are dried and the
celebration begins.

“The Jewish people are remarkably resilient.  They don’t give up or give
in.  They know that their enemy wins if they stop living.”

Hauer argued the moral, legal and historical rightness of Israel.  She
noted the 3,000-4,000 years of almost unbroken Jewish connection to the
Land of Israel; the United Nations vote to legally recognize the Jewish state
in 1948; and the Biblical prophecy that the Lord would one day gather the
Jewish People, his Chosen People, from the four corners of the earth and
lead them back to Israel where they would be a “light unto the nations”.

She cited several examples of Israel serving as a “light unto the Nations”.
She noted that Israel is one of only two countries in the world with more,
rather than fewer trees, entering the 21st century.  Israel is at the forefront
in almost every area of human endeavor - be it medical research, commu-
nications technology, transportation, solar power, improved agricultural

techniques, refrigera-
tion technology,  secu-
rity and cyber warfare.

“Israel has been
rated as one of the ten
happiest nations on
earth,” she said.  “I
know that it’s hard to
believe from watching
the local news.   It’s a
wonderful, joyful
place.

“As Christians, we
feel privileged to be
able to stand shoulder
to shoulder with Israel
no matter how tough
the going gets. We are
Israel’s friends. I am
proud to call myself a
Christian Zionist.”

Hauer and her fel-
low Bridges for Peace
members have been
backing up their
words with deeds for
the past 50 years.  The
organization helps
Jews in endangered
communities in the
Diaspora (e.g.,
Ukraine right now)
make aliyah. It oper-
ates food banks that
serve over 20,000
Israelis a month. It
supports  50-100
needy families in 18
outlying towns, 400
children with hot
lunches, school sup-
plies and enrichment
programs and 82
organizations – both
Jewish and Arab. 

Bridges For Peace
also operates a home
repair program, main-
ly for low income
Jewish seniors. Real
Bois is a Winnipegger
who has been to Israel
twice to volunteer
with the home repair
program.  He related
his experiences to
those attending the
banquet.

“We renovated sev-
eral homes and one commercial building, which we transformed into a
community centre,” he recounted.  “For homeowners, we did roof repairs,
plumbing and electrical work.  There was one elderly couple in an apart-
ment who hadn’t had plumbing for a year.  They couldn’t bathe or shower.
It didn’t take the three of us long to rectify the situation. The couple were
amazed that Christian volunteers would do that for them at no charge.

“What we do helps to change Jewish perceptions of Christians.”
The evening also featured video greetings from Israeli Consul General to

Canada D. J. Schneeweiss; a presentation by Rob Berkowits, the Jewish
National Fund’s executive director for Manitoba and Saskatchewan; reflec-
tions from Rebecca Malloy about her stay in Israel (along with her husband,
Eric Malloy, national director, Bridges for Peace Canada) last December,
where she witnessed the aftermath of a terrorist attack (by car) outside her
hotel window; and photos and tales of our community’s Solidarity Mission
to Israel last summer – at the height of the Gaza War – as recalled by Shelley
Faintuch, the Jewish Federation’s community relations director (and orga-
nizer of the mission along with Michael and Danita Aziza) and Don James,
Bridges for Peace national development director, who was one of three of
the organization’s members who went on the mission.

“Millions of Christians are standing with the People of Israel,” said Eric
Malloy.  “The message that we are delivering to our Jewish friends and the
State of Israel is that you are not alone.”

Bridges for Peace annual fundraising banquet a celebration of Yom Ha’atzmaut
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NEGEV GALA 2015

For tickets, tribute & sponsorship opportunities:
winnipeg@Jnf.ca | 204.947.0207 |jnfwinnipeg.ca
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Colin Mochrie
brad sherwood

Robert “bob” freedman
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Community news

l-r: keynote speaker Rev. Dr. Cheryl Hauer,
Bridges for Peace Jerusalem-based Director
of International Development; her sister, Lori
Moline; and JNF Manitoba-Saskatchewan
Executive Director Rob Berkowits

Rebecca and Eric Malloy, National Director,
Bridges for Peace Canada

Jewish Federation Community Relations
Director Shelley Faintuch with Don James,
Bridges for Peace National Development
Director (wearing a red hat  worn by
Solidarity Mission to Israel participants last
August)



One of the highlights of
the Annual Y Sports Dinner
is the presentation of the
Idy and Max Nusgart
Memorial Award, which is
presented to the person
chosen as the “Jewish
Athlete of the Year.”

For the record, the first
winner ever of the presti-

gious award dates back to 1986 when it was given to
Gordon Orlikow, an outstanding decathlete, at the
Jewish Community Centre’s 14th annual YMHA
dinner held back then at the International Inn.

The headline speaker on that second day of June
was none other than Mike Ditka, head coach of the
Super Bowl champion Chicago Bears, who was
joined at the head table by one of the top sportscasters of his day, Bob
Costas.

Twenty-nine years later, the aforementioned award is still an integral part
of the fund-raising dinner and the quality of its nominees remains as strong
and noteworthy as ever.

This year, aside from myself, those who helped to determine the winner
were: Mitch Peacock of CBC; Ashley Prest of the Winnipeg Free Press;
Shawn Churchill and Kevin Olszewski of CTV; and Kirk Penton of the
Winnipeg Sun.

Peruse, if you will, this sensational six of fine young Jewish athletes,
each of whom shone in his/her individual sports:

SERENA BUCHWALD: This young diver with the Revolution Club is
but 15 years of age and is coached by Dallas Ludwick. Serena is in Grade
9 at Balmoral Hall. In the past two years Serena has won provincial cham-
pionships in the one and three metres and tower competitions. Last year she
was our province’s lone rep at her first ever 2014 Junior Elite National
Championships in Victoria, where she narrowly missed making the top 12
finalists on platform against the country’s best 30 divers in her 14-18 age
group. In 2013, Buchwald was named the Rookie of the Year and won gold
medals at the Manitoba Provincials in the one and three meters and plat-
form finals for girls 12-13,  also another gold medal in the platform final
at the 2013 Atlantic Championship. At the 2014 Western Championships,
Serena won the bronze medal in the Women’s Open Platform and another
bronze in the girls 14-15, 3 metre final. Buchwald also won a silver medal
at last year’s Polar Bear Classic in the Women’s open platform final. She
is currently a member of the 2015 Provincial Team.

MANDY GREENBERG: A 24 year-old fastball pitcher with the
Smitty’s Terminators team. She attended Minot State for four years and led
the team to their first ever NCAA Division Two National Tournament. In
2013 at Minot, her Beavers’ team enjoyed a 25-5 record and Mandy was
instrumental in their qualifying for their first ever National Tournament
appearance. Greenberg set multiple Minot State records including a 1.12
ERA, 168.2 innings pitched and 258 strikeouts. Her overall career record
was 73 wins and 28 losses with a 1.77 ERA and 867 strikeouts. Mandy also
recorded a career-best 17 strikeouts in a 5-1 win against Upper Iowa
University. She was Northern Sun Conference Pitcher of the Year, made
the All-Conference Team and was also named to the All-Region Team.
Besides receiving honorable mention on the All-American Team, Mandy
also represented Canada at the last Maccabiah Games in Israel, but
appeared in only two games, due to a fractured forearm.

EMMA LEIPSIC: This 16-year-old is a member of the Panthers’
Gymnastic club and has been active in her sport for over 14 years. At the
2014 Manitoba Open competition she placed first all-round, won gold
medals in the vault, bars, beam, and was fourth in the floor exercises.
Emma went on to win gold in both the bars and vault at the 2014 Western
Canadian championship. At the 2014 Canadian Nationals Emma was third
in both the vault and bars. Come 2015 Emma was first again in the vault
and bars and captured a bronze medal on the beam at the Hawaiian
Twisters’ meet. At the Canada Winter Games in Prince George, B.C.
Leipsic was the only Manitoba gymnast to compete in all three days of
competition and finished fifth on bars competing against some very talent-
ed national team members. At this year’s Women’s Manitoba Open Leipsic
was first in beam, second in vault and uneven bars, and fourth in floor exer-
cises,  finishing first overall with an all-round score of 52.80. Although
Emma still needs to complete her Grade 12 studies this year, she has
accepted a full athletic scholarship from the University of Chicago and will
compete with their gymnastics team beginning in the fall of 2016.

JEREMY LEIPSIC: Now 18, he spent the past season as a member of
the Winnipeg Wild in the Manitoba Midget AAA hockey league. Yes, he’s
the younger brother of Brendan, who is now in the Toronto Maple Leafs’
chain. In 44 games this past season, Jeremy scored 20 goals and added 64

assists to win the league’s scoring title.
Leipsic finished his season with an impres-
sive plus/minus rating of plus-54 and, to
nobody’s surprise, at season’s end he was
named to the league’s first all-star team.

SAUL SHROM: A tennis player of some
renown, he is now in his first season at the
pro level. Previously, Saul had captured six
Manitoba tennis titles. He was the top
ranked singles and doubles player in the
province in 2012-13. The past four years,
while attending the University of Colorado
(Pueblo Campus), Shrom made the All-
American Athletics first team and was the
university’s Male Scholar Athlete. Saul also
won the Tennis Summit Award for the high-

est GPA with a 3.98 out of 4.00. He played the number one singles and dou-
bles position and led the university team in wins three out of four years. He
was also  team captain in his final two years. Saul was ranked 14th in the
Intercollegiate Association’s South Central Region in 2014 and beat many
nationally ranked singles and doubles opponents.

MICAH SOMMER: For the past two seasons, Micah played both slot-
back and wide receiver with the St. Paul Crusaders. In 2013 he captained
the AA team to the Free Press Bowl Championship and was selected to the
Vidruk Division first all-star team. This past season Sommer played for the
AAA squad and was again the team leader en route to an undefeated regu-
lar season and the team’s third consecutive appearance in the Anavets Bowl
title game. His regular season included 17 receptions for 294 yards and
seven touchdowns.  Micah was named the Crusaders Spirit Award recipi-
ent.

The writer, a Jewish Winnipegger, is a former school teacher, and covers
football and hockey for Canadian Press and Broadcast News.

Keep in touch with Sporting Touch. Send news about Jewish sports to
Harvey Rosen, 360 Scotia Street, Winnipeg, Man., R2V 1W7, e-mail:
harv360@shaw.ca

This selection of six is even tougher than a Pick Six lottery! 
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For more information please call 694-3332.

C L A S S I F I E D S
Classified ad rates: $13.00 per column inch. Minimum charge, $13.00. For
advertisers outside Winnipeg, $15.00 per column inch, minimum charge $15.00.
One column inch equals about 15 to 20 words. Discounts available for ads placed
more than 26 weeks. Payment can be made over the phone or in writing, using
your VISA or MASTERCARD.

Bus.   204-339-6969
Fax.   204-339-2717
Res.   204-334-7086
hpk-cga@shaw.ca

Certified General Accountant
PHILIP KAHANOVITCH

B. Comm. (Hon), M.B.A., C.G.A.
• Accounting •Auditing
•Tax •Data Processing
212-2211 McPhillips St.
Winnipeg, MB R2V 3M5

P R O F E S S I O N A L S

D.S.S. Driveway
Sealcoat Service

Asphalt Driveways & Lots
Asphalt over concrete

Asphalt repairs
Sealcoating

Hot rubberized crack filling
Landscaping repairs

Free estimates
Call Alvin Merinuk

334-2024

A S P H A L T  R E P A I R TIFFANY TOWERS
 1179 GRANT

Large 1 BR, 2  BR and
Penthouse suites across

from Grant Park S.C.
Includes all util. & laundry.

Balc., pool, heated undergrd.
parking, on bus route.

Contact 204-453-5178
inquire@shindico.com

F O R  R E N T

ADVANCED REALTY
Buy or sell through me and

receive Air Miles

Joyce Rykiss
204-925-7999

e-mail address: jrykiss@mts.net

R E A L  E S T A T E

ALWAYS READY TO HELP
CALL HARVEY FINEMAN

• home contents sales
• consignment sales

• garage sales
• appraisals

204-488-0647 or
 cel  204-951-1552

S A L E S  &  A P P R A I S A L S

Piano, Guitar, Violin, Flute,
Oboe, Voice & Theory Studio

Students Ages 4 and Up
Over 30 Years of Musical

Excellence
Linden Woods. 204-489-9048

rpeart@mts.net
Registered piano teacher,

Concert artists.

M U S I C  L E S S O N S

MANDY
GREENBERG

Fastball pitcher.

JEREMY LEIPSIC
AAA Midget hockey

player.

THE SPORTING TOUCH

By

HARVEY ROSEN
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WE WELCOME OUR  
NEW ENDOWMENT  
BOOK OF LIFE SIGNERS: 

 
   
 

 
 

CELEBRATE IN STYLE.
CELEBRATE IN THE SUN!
JOIN US FOR A SPECIAL  
CEREMONY AND OUTDOOR  
GARDEN PARTY

SUNDAY, JUNE 14, 2015, 6:00PM AT THE  
ASPER JEWISH COMMUNITY CAMPUS

WE THANK OUR DONORS. 

WE CELEBRATE OUR COMMUNITY. 

WE WELCOME OUR NEW SIGNERS OF  
THE ENDOWMENT BOOK OF LIFE. 

WE PARTY!
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